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Good afternoon,
 
Please see the attached correspondence in response to your March 27, 2023 Public Records Act
request.
 
Best,
Dana
 
Dana DiSano
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General | Criminal Division
109 State Street
Montpelier, Vermont 05609
dana.disano@vermont.gov
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109 STATE STREET 


MONTPELIER, VT 


05609-1001 


 


 


March 31, 2023 


 


Pat White 


Doyon & White Law Group 


VIA EMAIL: pat@doyonwhitelaw.com 


 


Re: Public Records Request Follow-Up 


 


Dear Pat White, 


 


I write in response to your Public Records Act request received on March 27, 2023, in 


which you requested: documents related to the August 25, 2021 fatal shooting of 


Jonathan Mansilla by Rutland City Police officer Christopher Rose. 


 


The Attorney General’s Office has previously responded to 4 public records requests 


related to this matter.  Enclosed is a list of those public records requests, which 


includes links to documents available on our officer’s website for your review.  Our 


office will also send you a SharePoint link to download redacted documents and videos 


previously disclosed. 


 


To the extent you are looking for additional materials, please let me know.   


 


Should you believe information has been withheld in error, you may appeal to Deputy 


Attorney General, Robert McDougall.  Such appeal should be in writing and 


addressed as follows: 


 


Robert McDougall 


Deputy Attorney General  


Office of the Attorney General 


109 State Street 


Montpelier, VT 05609-1001 


 


        Sincerely, 


        /s/ Dana M. DiSano 


        Assistant Attorney General 


        Criminal Division 



http://www.ago.vermont.gov/
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STATE OF VERMONT 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

109 STATE STREET 

MONTPELIER, VT 

05609-1001 

 

 

March 31, 2023 

 

Pat White 

Doyon & White Law Group 

VIA EMAIL: pat@doyonwhitelaw.com 

 

Re: Public Records Request Follow-Up 

 

Dear Pat White, 

 

I write in response to your Public Records Act request received on March 27, 2023, in 

which you requested: documents related to the August 25, 2021 fatal shooting of 

Jonathan Mansilla by Rutland City Police officer Christopher Rose. 

 

The Attorney General’s Office has previously responded to 4 public records requests 

related to this matter.  Enclosed is a list of those public records requests, which 

includes links to documents available on our officer’s website for your review.  Our 

office will also send you a SharePoint link to download redacted documents and videos 

previously disclosed. 

 

To the extent you are looking for additional materials, please let me know.   

 

Should you believe information has been withheld in error, you may appeal to Deputy 

Attorney General, Robert McDougall.  Such appeal should be in writing and 

addressed as follows: 

 

Robert McDougall 

Deputy Attorney General  

Office of the Attorney General 

109 State Street 

Montpelier, VT 05609-1001 

 

        Sincerely, 

        /s/ Dana M. DiSano 

        Assistant Attorney General 

        Criminal Division 

http://www.ago.vermont.gov/
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11/22/21               Vermont State Police, Headquarters                 20329
13:34                        LAW Incident Table:                     Page:    1

  Incident
Incident Number  21B403506   Nature  Agency Assist
    Case Number                               Image
        Address✓ S MAIN ST & PARK ST
           City  Rutland City       State  VT   ZIP  05701
           Area  1119  RUTLAND CITY         Contact  425 Sullivan

  Complainant
Numbr
 Last                             Fst                 Mid
  DOB             SSN             Adr
 Race    Sx    Tel                Cty                  ST     ZIP

  Details
Offense/Statute  ASST                 0101
                                           Reported  ASST  Observed  0101
  Circumstances  LT21  W40   W12   UOF   DF    OIS   BM88
Rspndg Officers  Sullivan, J.      Kinney, Tyson     Schmidt, J       ✚
Rspnsbl Officer  Richardson, S    Agency  SPB4          CAD Call ID    7082135
    Received By  Corliss, Shania        Last RadLog  01:09:51 08/26/21    CMPLT
   How Received  O  Officer Report        Clearance  RTF  Report to Follow
  When Reported  14:58:26 08/25/21      Disposition  ACT  Disp Date  08/25/21
Occurrd between  14:58:17 08/25/21     Judicial Sts
            and  14:58:17 08/25/21       Supervisor
             MO

  Narrative
 Narrative  OIS investigation; Rutland City PD 08/25/2021; see supplements
Supplement  (See below)                     (See below)

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

INVOLVEMENTS:
Type  Record #    Date      Description                     Relationship
 NM    1950391  08/30/21    Rose, Christopher A             Victim/Offender     
 NM      08/25/21           Victim/Offender     
 CA    7082135  08/25/21    14:58 08/25/21 Agency Assist   *Initiating Call     

LAW Incident Offenses Detail: 
                                  Offense and Statute Codes
Seq Code                                Statute Code                        Amou
t
  1 ASST Agency Assist
  0.00



                                  Offense and Statute Codes
Seq Code                                Statute Code                        Amou
t
  2 0101 Homicide/Murder
  0.00

LAW Incident Circumstances:   
                  Contributing Circumstances
Seq Code                                 Comments
  1 LT21  Restaurant
  2 W40   Personal Weapons (Strongarm)
  3 W12   Handgun used
  4 UOF   Use of Force by Officer
  5 DF    Deadly Force
  6 OIS   Officer Involved Shooting
  7 BM88  No Bias/Motivation

LAW Incident Responders Detail
    Responding Officers
Seq Name            Unit
  1 Sullivan, J.    425
  2 Kinney, Tyson   1902
  3 Schmidt, J      1900
  4 Colburn, K      474
  5 Norton, D       405
  6 Nadeau, M       277
  7 Valenti, V      274
  8 Nolan, Aimee    1909
  9 Cota, D         372
 10 Hall, J.        433
 11 Gardner, C.     439
 12 Lemnah, R       528
 13 LaBombard, F    1904
 14 Gallant, B      806
 15 Rider, R        404
 16 Malmgren, R     432
 17 Jakubowski, E   421
 18 Domingus, R     454
 19 Neary, E        406
 20 Richardson, S   1908
 21 Gelder, S       472
 22 Cushing, B      407
 23 Vooris, J       1905
 24 Alberico, H      427
 25 Colburn, K      474
 26 Stephenson, J   1825
 27 Baxter, Todd    1901

Main Radio Log Table:         
Time/Date    Typ Unit          Code  Zone  Agnc Description
01:09:51 08/ l  1900           CMPLT SPB4  SPH1 incid#=21B403506 Completed cal
01:09:51 08/ l  806            CMPLT SPB4  SPH2 incid#=21B403506 Completed cal





Time/Date    Typ Unit          Code  Zone  Agnc Description
17:28:12 08/ l  1908           ENRT  SPB4  SPH1 (MDC) Assisting unit 425 call=
17:27:36 08/ l  406            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 (MDC) Arrived on scene incid#=
17:27:34 08/ l  406            ENRT  SPB4  SPB4 (MDC) Assisting unit 425 incid
17:23:49 08/ l  433            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Arrived on sc
17:23:49 08/ l  439            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Arrived on sc
17:23:15 08/ l  405            43    SPB4  SPB4 connected with 
17:17:30 08/ l  454            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 (MDC) Arrived on scene incid#=
17:17:23 08/ l  454            ENRT  SPB4  SPB4 (MDC) Assisting unit 405 incid
17:12:53 08/ l  421            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Arrived on sc
17:12:39 08/ l  432            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 (MDC) Arrived on scene incid#=
17:12:37 08/ l  432            ENRT  SPB4  SPB4 (MDC) Assisting unit 425 incid
17:06:16 08/ l  433            ENRT  SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Enroute to a
17:06:16 08/ l  439            ENRT  SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Enroute to a
17:04:15 08/ l  277            ASSGN SPB4  SPA3 incid#=21B403506 NNTC call=309
17:03:41 08/ l  806            ASSGN SPB4  SPH2 incid#=21B403506 NNTC call=309
17:03:31 08/ l  806            ARRVD SPB4  SPH2 incid#=21B403506 Arrived on sc
17:02:39 08/ l  404            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Arrived on sc
17:01:11 08/ l  806            ENRT  SPB4  SPH2 Enroute to a call call=309l
16:49:28 08/ l  1904           ARRVD SPB4  SPH1 incid#=21B403506 RPD call=309l
16:49:12 08/ l  1904           ASSGN SPB4  SPH1 Assigned to a call call=309l
16:31:21 08/ l  405            43    SPB4  SPB4 start calling night shift in,
16:29:47 08/ l  433            CMPLT SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Reassigned to
16:29:47 08/ l  439            CMPLT SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Reassigned to
16:27:09 08/ l  528            ENRT  SPB4  SPB2 Enroute to a call call=309l
16:23:14 08/ l  274            43    SPB4  SPA1 log that I was 75 with 
16:14:45 08/ l  439            ENRT  SPB4  SPB4 (MDC) Assisting unit 425 incid
16:13:43 08/ l  433            ENRT  SPB4  SPB4 (MDC) Assisting unit 425 incid
16:12:35 08/ l  1902           7     SPB4  SPH1 incid#=21B403506 PD call=309l
16:11:58 08/ l  372            43    SPB4  SPA4 76 to call 309 for CRST // NNT
16:11:30 08/ l  372            ENRT  SPB4  SPA4 Enroute to a call call=309l
16:02:58 08/ l  1909           ENRT  SPB4  SPH1 Enroute to a call call=309l
15:58:05 08/ l  274            ENRT  SPB4  SPA1 (MDC) Assisting unit 425 call=
15:56:49 08/ l  277            ENRT  SPB4  SPA3 Enroute to a call call=309l
15:54:01 08/ l  405            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Arrived on sc
15:26:06 08/ l  425            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Arrived on sc
15:25:46 08/ l  425            CMPLT SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Reassigned to
15:24:20 08/ l  474            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Arrived on sc
15:10:27 08/ l  1900           ENRT  SPB4  SPH1 Enroute to a call call=309l
15:10:17 08/ l  1902           ENRT  SPB4  SPH1 Enroute to a call call=309l
14:59:03 08/ l  425            ARRVD SPB4  SPB4 incid#=21B403506 Arrived on sc





4.      I also attempted to contact two additional witnesses,  and
, unknown DOB for both. I learned both may have witnessed the

vehicle crash in the area of McDonalds. At this time, I have not spoken with
either however if that changes their interviews will be documented in separate
PI reports. 

5.      After conducting the interviews, I was requested to respond to the
scene, located at 182 S Main Street and escort the funeral home who was
transporting the deceased north to the OCME's office. I responded to the
location of the incident and observed the scene. I observed members of the
Vermont State Police Crime Scene Search Team collect the body which was placed
in the back of the funeral home's vehicle. I then followed the funeral home to
the University of Vermont Medical Center where I observed the body be placed
into cold storage at the OCME's office. This occurred at approximately 11:14 PM
on 8-25-2021. 

6.      No further action.



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
  2 Vooris, J       11:28:13 08/26/21   
PI:   by Det. Sgt James Vooris on August 25, 2021
Case#:  21B43506
Officer: Vooris

Person(s) Interviewed/of Interest:
 DOB 

Brandon VT

Evidence/Exhibits:
1.      1 audio recorded phone interview with  

Narrative: 
1.       On August 25, 2021 I spoke with , DOB  via phone.
I learned that  may have been present at McDonalds in Rutland City at the
time of an officer involved shooting. In speaking with  I learned that
she had stopped at McDonalds to use the bathroom and purchase a coffee. She
advised she parked her vehicle on the drive through side of the parking lot,
went inside and used the restroom.  advised that she believes the
individuals involved in the incident entered from the opposite side as she was
leaving. 

2.       advised she heard "a lot of hollering" and advised it was
something to the effect of, "get, go, get the fuck inside" but advised she did
not see anyone.  later advised she heard two male voices yelling but did
not know who it was.

3.        advised she arrived at McDonalds around 2PM, maybe shortly after
and went inside to use the restroom. She again advised she had returned to her
car by the time she heard individuals yelling to get inside. She stated when she
turned to look, she did not observe anyone. 

4.       advised that a young employee had exited the rear of the building
and advised there were gunshots.  advised that she then waited in the
drive through line to order a coffee and learned an incident occurred and they
would not be taking any orders. 

5.      I asked  if she observed any of the incident that occurred inside
McDonalds and she advised she did not. She advised she later observed a vehicle
in the roadway as she was stuck in the parking lot for about an hour. 

6.      I asked  if she observed the police at McDonalds and she advised
she did. She stated when she saw the police, they were entering the building
with "vests and guns" through the side of McDonalds where the car was located.

 advised she also observed a UPS driver complaining his back hurt. 

7.      I asked  if she observed the officer that fired his weapon and she
stated she did not. I asked if she observed the individual involved with the
officer in the incident and she advised she did not.  advised she did not
hear the police say anything. 

8.      For additional statements made and actual dialog please refer to the



audio recording. 

9.      NFA



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
  3 Vooris, J       11:39:47 08/26/21   
PI:   by Det. Sgt. James Vooris 
Case#: 21B403506
Officer: Vooris

Person(s) Interviewed/of Interest:
 DOB 

Rutland City VT

Evidence/Exhibits:
1.      1 audio recorded interview with  
Narrative:

1.      On August 25, 2021 I met with  at the Rutland City Police
Department. I learned that  may have witnessed a portion of events
related to an officer involved shooting that occurred earlier in the day.

 and I met outside on the sidewalk in front of the police department. 

2.       advised she was with her boyfriend  on her way to work at
.  advised  was driving and they were in the southbound

turning lane waiting to turn onto Allen Street in Rutland City. 

3.       advised she heard a crash and observed a black car go around a
UPS truck into on coming traffic.  advised the car was damaged and
explained the front of the car was totaled.  advised the individual from
the vehicle exited his car and ran into McDonalds.  advised the cops were
right behind him and "one went in first" before "a bunch more showed up." 

4.      I asked  to describe the individual she observed exit the black
car and she described him as white and possibly in his 30's with "brown shaggy
hair." I asked  if she heard the male in the car say anything and she
advised she did not. She advised she did not hear the police say anything.

 advised she did not see what occurred inside McDonalds any only observed
what occurred outside. 

5.      At the conclusion of the interview  was verbally sworn to her
statement. For additional statements made and actual dialog please refer to the
audio recording. 

6.      NFA





believe he has ever seen him before.  advised Officer Rose was "a little
behind" as they entered the store.

7.      While speaking with  I asked if he would draw a sketch to depict
what he was describing, which he agreed to do. The sketch is attached to this
case.  drew the hallway where the incident occurred, the location of the
men's and women's restrooms and the location where he was standing when he
observed the incident. He depicted the location of Officer Rose with the letters
"RCP" (Rutland City Police). As he drew,  reiterated what he observed. 

8.       advised he was pretty sure the Rutland Police Officer he observed
was Officer Rose, but advised he could be wrong because of his adrenalin. 
advised he has dealt with Officer Rose the last few times he had to call the
police.  advised he only knows Officer Rose from his interactions at
McDonalds and does not know him outside of work. 

9.       advised as the unknown male was locked in the bathroom stall, he
observed Officer Rose in the area of the main door to the Men's room with it
propped open.  advised he was standing just behind Officer Rose in the
hallway area and could see the red lock on the stall indicating it was locked. I
asked  what Officer Rose was doing at this point and he advised, "He's
screaming, he's like, well not screaming, like he's aggressively letting him
know that he's there. So, he knows that is Officer Rose at the door. He's like,
Rutland City Police, Rutland City Police, come out, come out, come out, Rutland
City Police. I think he must, he said it quite a few times." 

10.      continued, "He did have his gun in his hand. But not initially."
 stated that when Officer Rose opened the bathroom door, he did not have

his gun out.  advised he assumes Officer Rose heard something but wasn't
sure.  advised that Officer Rose did not enter the bathroom at all and
remained around the bathroom door the entire time. 

11.       advised that after Officer Rose was "announcing himself" he
observed the latch to the stall open.  stated, "He charges at officer
Rose. It looked like his hand and was up, I don't know if he had a weapon or if
he was trying to take a swing at him." As  was explaining this, he was
demonstrating the motion with his own arm.  had his arm bent in a near
90-degree angle with his hand up near the side of his head.  was not
certain which hand/arm the male was holding up as he charged the officer. 

12.     I asked  what happened next, and he advised, "This man was on
Officer Rose, Officer Rose has not fired a shot right away."  described
the male as being a "tit hair" away from officer Rose.  stated, "I don't
know if he like tried to jump on him or tried to maneuver around. From my
understanding, what I think, is he wasn't shot in the bathroom he was shot kind
of right by the exit of the men's bathroom."  advised he was just a couple
steps behind the officer when this occurred. 

13.      advised he heard three to four shots but only observed one shot,
"with blood."  advised the body ended up in the middle of the "corridor"
outside of the bathroom. I asked  how much time passed from when the male
charged Officer Rose to when the shots were fired.  initially estimated
15-20 seconds but then stated maybe 5-10 seconds after the male charged.  
advised he doesn't believe the officer shot right away and advised the officer
was making a quick decision. 

14.      was asked if the unknown male was saying anything, and he
described the male as growling or grunting while charging the officer. 



described it as a "battle cry" during the charge and as soon as the male exited
the bathroom stall.  I asked if Officer Rose said anything at that point and

 advised he could not recall. 

15.      advised he believes the shot he witnessed hit the male in the
upper left shoulder area. He advised after the shots were fired, he observed
"back up" coming in. He advised Officer Rose was "very upset" and was separated
from the scene.  advised it was tough for him to see Officer Rose so
"discombobulated" by the entire incident and explained he was in disarray
afterwards. 

16.     I asked if Officer Rose interacted with the individual after the shots
were fired and  advised he wasn't sure. He advised after the shots he
turned his head and made sure no one was in the lobby. 

17.      advised Officer Rose and the male were in close proximately to
each other when the shots were fired.  advised after the incident he
remained in the lobby to make sure no one else entered the store.  advised
he remained at in the store for a period of time.  advised there are
cameras at the location and an individual was making copies. 

18.     At the conclusion of the interview with  he signed the audio
recorded statement form. For additional statements made and actual dialog please
refer to the audio recording. 

19.     NFA







Do you know if the person ran into the men's or women's bathroom?
 said she could not see. She said she assumed he ran into the men's

bathroom. 

Before concluding the interview, I reviewed the sworn audio recorded statement
form with  at which time she signed affirming the information she provided
was the truth.





How many gun shots did you hear?
 said she heard two.

Before concluding the interview, I reviewed the sworn audio recorded statement
form with  at which time she signed affirming the information she provided
was the truth.



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
  8 Gelder, S       17:16:10 08/27/21   
PI:  by Detective Trooper Steven Gelder

Case# 21B403506

Officer: Gelder

Person Interviewed:     
 DOB:  (  YOA)

 Rutland, VT 05701

Date and Time of Interview: August 25, 2021 at approximately 1816 hours

List of Exhibits:       
1 - CD containing audio recorded interview with      
1 - signed sown audio recorded statement form    

Narrative:
On August 25, 2021, at approx. 1816 hrs, I conducted an interview with 

 in front of the Rutland City Police Department located in Rutland, VT.
The purpose of this interview was to obtain information from 
regarding what she saw and heard prior to and during a shooting that occurred
during her shift as an employee at McDonald's located at 182 South Main St,
Rutland, VT. 

The following is a synopsis of the interview. For actual dialogue and statements
made the reader should refer to the audio recording. It should be noted this
interview was completed by Det. Trooper Steven Gelder of the Vermont State
Police. During the interview I learned the following: 

What were you doing before you became aware of what happened?
 said she was inside her office working on time punches. She said she heard

about a car accident and someone fled from the scene, so she went to the
drive-thru window to see what was happening.  said she saw a car and UPS
truck. She said she proceeded to the front of the restaurant near the customer
counter when she saw an officer run inside the building and turn the corner
where they take customer orders.  said she then heard gunshots, so she got
everyone out back. 

Where is your office in relation to the front counter? 
 said her office is in the back, near the grill. She explained she can see

through the grill and into the lobby.

Did you see the person before the officer?
 said she did not.  

How did you identify the person as an officer?
 said she saw the uniform. She was not sure if it was Rutland City police

or not. 



What did you hear before the gunshots?
 said just commotion. She said she did not know exactly what she heard. 

Could you hear the officer?
 said she did not hear the officer or the other person saying anything. 

How many gunshots did you hear?
 said she heard two, then three more shots.  

Describe what you saw at the crash accident.
 said she saw the UPS truck in the far right lane and the black car in the

left lane. She said three police cruisers then showed up. 

Did you see anyone running/leaving the crash scene?
No. 

Before concluding the interview, I reviewed the sworn audio recorded statement
form with  at which time she signed affirming the information she provided
was the truth.





or three times, before she heard the first gunshot which she said was not from
the officer. She said she could see the officer and the shot came from the
bathroom area. She said she then saw the cop shoot his gun. She said a second
cop was entering through the back door as the shot was fired.  said this
person then told her to stay there. 

I asked  about the first shot she heard and saying it was not from the
cop.  said from where she was standing, she could see down the hallway,
but she could not see the guy in the restroom. She said she could see the cop.
She said she did not see the cop fire the first shot, she just heard it. 
said she saw him shoot the next round because the guy was coming out of the
men's bathroom.   said the cop said, show your hands and told the guy to
stop.  said she then heard the gun fire.

Describe the position of the bathroom door.
 said the door was open when he (the officer) said, show your hands. The

first shot happened, then the door shut because the officer backed up. 
said he was holding the door open with his shoe or boot. The door then opened
again and she saw the guy coming out.  said she then heard more shots.

 said she was not sure if the cop fired the first shot or not. 

How did the door open the second time?
 said she did not know, because she moved behind the play area. 

Was the cop who shot his gun the only police officer inside the restaurant at
the time?  

 said, yeah. She said the other cop came in as the other shots happened. 

What was the person running from the police officer saying?
 said he was not saying anything. She said he just booked it into the

bathroom before the first police officer entered the building. 

I then asked  if she was willing to close her eyes and visualize what
happened. She said she would.  said the person had long hair, his hands
were holding his pants and he was maybe wearing a t-shirt. She said his pants
were like sweatpants with big pockets.  said he was looking forward as he
ran.  said he did not quite make it to the bathroom when the cop ran in.
She said he was in the hallway near the bathroom when the cop ran through the
lobby with his gun. She said she then moved a family to the play area with

 She said the gunshots happened as she was moving the family out the back
door.  

Where were the cop's hands when you first saw him come inside?
 said his hand was on gun, his gun was on his side. She said he didn't

pull it out until he was almost to the hallway where the bathrooms are. 

At what point did you hear him say, show me your hands?
 said the officer said, police, as soon as he reached the hallway. He then

used his foot to open the door. He then said, show me your hands, when the door
was open. She clarified that he hollered, police, as he got to the hallway. She
said he said this three times, before the first shot happened.  said he
stumbled back after the first shot, then more shots fired. 

Where was the other person at when the police officer fired his weapon?
 said he was at the bathroom door. She said she thought he was coming out.
 said the officer had his gun pointed at the door, but he was out in the

lobby at this point. She said the door was opened, then two more shots fired. 

How far are you from the cop when the shots fired? 
 said maybe 30-35 steps away. 



What is between you and the cop?

 said the dinning room and the glass from the play area. She said she
could not see in the bathroom. She said she could see the officer, but she did
not see the person that ran in the bathroom.

I then asked  to draw a sketch of the layout and what she saw. 
Within the sketch,  illustrated the path of the man running from the
police officer toward the men's bathroom and the path the officer approached
from. Refer to the sketch she provided.

What was the cop's demeanor like when he ran inside?
 said, he looked like he was trying to get him before he entered the

bathroom, but the other guy was quick.  

Before concluding the interview, I reviewed the sworn audio recorded statement
form with  at which time she signed affirming the information she provided
was the truth.





heard the sirens go by. 

Before concluding the interview, I reviewed the sworn audio recorded statement
form with  at which time she signed affirming the information she
provided was the truth.

Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 11 Gelder, S       17:18:14 08/27/21   
Investigative actions taken on 08/25/21 by Det Tpr Gelder

On August 25, 2021, I was informed that   (DOB ) may have
recorded a portion of this event on her cell phone. I contacted  who said
she did record four seconds of what happened before the male ran inside the
McDonald's restaurant. 

In conversation with  she apologized for not mentioning this during an
interview with her and advised that this officer may review the recording on her
phone.  said she was at residence  Rutland. 

At approx. 2000 hrs, I arrived at the address at which time I met  and
viewed the four second recording.  transferred the recording via AirDrop to
my phone. The recording was later placed onto a DVD.

End report.





I briefly stopped at the scene and observed the layout.  I learned that after
the crash, Decedent ran into the McDonald's, was followed by Rose, and was shot
inside.  (Ie, the shooting scene was all inside.)  VSP personnel from the
Rutland Barracks would handle the crash portion of the scene.  There were
several patrons and employees present inside McDonald's, and there were multiple
cameras inside.  I observed Decedent on the floor of a hallway in front of the
restroom doors.  While at the scene, I did not touch anything or collect any
evidence.  Prior to leaving the scene, Captain Dunlap handed me Decedent's

 Driver's License, which had been removed by one of the EMTs who had
responded.  I later turned this over to Detective Richardson.

A briefing was held in the RCPD conference room.  Detective Richardson was
assigned as the MCU lead.  Bennington County State's Attorney Erica Marthage
would be reviewing the case as Rutland County State's Attorney Rose Kennedy
conflicted out.  During the briefing, it was noted that in addition to Rose,
there was one other officer from RCPD, four personnel from RCSD, and one officer
from Rutland Town Police Department (RTPD) involved.  None of these other
officers were present when the shooting occurred.  The general information
provided earlier by Whitehead was updated and presented to detectives.  This
included updated information about the events (pursuit of Decedent) prior to the
shooting.  Following the briefing, I delegated assignments.  A large part of the
early investigation included interviewing the law enforcement officers (with the
exception of Rose) as well as the employees and other witnesses from McDonald's,
many of whom came to RCPD to meet with investigators.  Additional assignments
included photographing Rose in uniform and completing a round count of his duty
weapon; processing the scene; obtaining video (cruiser and body camera);
obtaining radio logs and recordings; obtaining relevant reports; locating and
interviewing additional witnesses; transporting Decedent's body to the OCME for
autopsy; etc.

As assignments were completed, information was updated.  This included that
Decedent was involved in an LSA earlier in the day, and initial law enforcement
contact with him when RCSD Lieutenant Kevin Geno initiated a traffic stop with
him for this offense.  This led to a series of pursuit events in Clarendon,
Rutland Town, and Rutland City before Decedent crashed on Allen St in front of
McDonald's.

Throughout the evening, attempts to identify Decedent's next of kin and learn
more about him were conducted.  Decedent's  also the registered owner of
the car he'd crashed, was contacted.  Eventually detectives were able to contact
Decedent's  in Florida.  In the process of trying to identify next of kin,
detectives learned about Decedent's criminal history, which included elements of

.

All detectives were released late in the evening/early morning.

The following day, I continued to actively supervise the case and assist
Detective Richardson.  I received a voicemail from Decedent's sister; Detective
Richardson had already spoken with her by the time I received it.  I also
received a voicemail from .   left a message indicating she had
seen Decedent standing with his car in the driveway of a Clarendon residence,
and there had been a police officer there pointing a weapon at him.  Her
information was consistent with information learned the previous evening (and
there is video of it.)  I left  a return message but did not assign anyone
to call her back.

During the afternoon, I spoke with Detective Sergeant Ben Katz and OCME Acting
Chief Pathologist Dr Steven Shapiro.  They detailed the results of the autopsy. 
Decedent had been struck by two bullets, 





Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 14 Colburn, K      11:09:32 08/30/21   
Investigative actions taken on August 26, 2021, by Detective Kipp Colburn

Case#: 21B403506

Officer: Det. Kipp Colburn

List of Exhibits: 

1.      (2) CD's labeled "21RUC003691 DEP. SCHNEIDER RCSD CRASH PHOTOS DISC 1 OF
1"
2.      (1) CD labeled "21RUC003691 SCHNEIDER DASH CAM DISC 1 OF 1"
3.      (1) CD labeled "21RUC003691 SCHNEIDER BODY CAM DISC 1 OF 1"
4.      (1) CD labeled "21RUC003691 REILLY BODY + DASH CAM DISC 1 OF 1"
5.      (1) CD labeled "21RUC003691 GENO DASH CAM DISC 1 OF 1"
6.      (1) CD labeled "21RUC003691 RCSD DISPATCH PHONE / RADIO RECORD DISC 1 OF
1"

Narrative:

On August 26, 2021, at approximately 10:00am, I met with Rutland County
Sheriff's Department Lieutenant Bixby at the Rutland Barracks and received from
him the above exhibits.  Per his instructions I provided One copy of exhibit one
to Trooper Malmgren, and the other to Sergeant Alberico. I provided the
remaining exhibits to Detective Sergeant Richardson. 

End of report.



























I also completed the preservation request form for  telephone number
which was provided by  This form was then sent to Det. Sgt. Seth
Richardson to be faxed to the appropriate entity. This ended my involvement on
this date. 

On August 30, 2021, I was contacted by Det. Sgt. Richardson and advised the
preservation form needed to be uploaded to the Google LERS portal. Det. Sgt.
Richardson was having trouble accessing his portal so he asked me to upload it
through my access. Which I did. Please refer to the Preservation Request and
confirmation email which are included in the case file for reference. This ended
my involvement in this case. 

No further information.
TK



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 22 Kinney, Tyson   08:33:12 08/31/21   
PI:  by Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney on August 25, 2021

Detective Tyson Kinney

Case# 21B403506

            DOB: 

North Clarendon, Vermont 
Telephone #: 

Date and Time of Interview: August 25, 2021 at approximately 1857 hours.

List of Exhibits: 1-  Audio recording of interview
1-      Sworn Audio Statement Form
                
                            
Narrative:

On the above date and time I conducted an interview with  at 
, in North Clarendon, Vermont regarding a report of an

Officer Involved Shooting inside a McDonald's bathroom. It had been reported
that the male who was shot may have been at  residence prior to being
pursued to McDonalds. This interview was to obtain information from  about
what he observed while working.

The following is a synopsis of the interview. For actual dialogue and statements
made the reader should refer to the digital audio recording. It should be noted
this interview was completed by Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney of the Vermont State
Police. This interview was conducted on the front porch of  residence.

 was made aware I was recording the interview and did not object. Also
present during the interview was Tpr. Ryan Malmgren. During the interview I
learned the following;

 advised on August 25, 2021, at approximately 1430-1500 hours, her dog at
the residence began barking. Due to  not being able to 

, she asked  to get up and see what the
dog was barking at. 

 informed her that a male subject was in the driveway with his vehicle and
was changing his tire. When asked if he needed help, the male told  he did
not. 

 told  the male appeared to be talking on a cell phone and was
screaming and pacing around the driveway. 



 stated she never saw the male subject and was informed of what the male
subject was doing by  

Nothing Further
Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney

Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 23 Kinney, Tyson   08:34:09 08/31/21   
PI:  by Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney on August 25, 2021

Detective Tyson Kinney

Case# 21B403506

            DOB: 

North Clarendon, Vermont 
Telephone #: 

Date and Time of Interview: August 25, 2021 at approximately 1904 hours.

List of Exhibits: 1-  Audio recording of interview
1-      Sworn Audio Statement Form
                
                            
Narrative:

On the above date and time I conducted an interview with  at 
, in North Clarendon, Vermont regarding a report of an

Officer Involved Shooting inside a McDonald's bathroom. It had been reported
that the male who was shot may have been contacted by  prior to being
pursued to McDonalds. This interview was to obtain information from  about
what he observed while working.

The following is a synopsis of the interview. For actual dialogue and statements
made the reader should refer to the digital audio recording. It should be noted
this interview was completed by Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney of the Vermont State
Police. This interview was conducted on the front porch of  residence.

 was made aware I was recording the interview and did not object. Also
present during the interview was Tpr. Ryan Malmgren. During the interview I
learned the following;

 advised by ,  that someone was in the driveway
and she asked him to go and check to see what was going on.  stated when
he went to the back door he noticed what appeared to be a male subject, in his
middle thirties, in a black Chevy Impala in the driveway.  asked the male
subject if he was okay and if he needed help. The male subject stated he did not
need help and that he was just changing a tire.  then went back into the
residence. 

 stated he continued to watch the male subject via surveillance camera
footage on the property. He advised the male subject appeared to be speaking on
a cell phone and was screaming into it. 







As  walked back to the register (furthest on the left near the ice
machine), he heard what appeared to be 3-4 gunshots. After hearing the gunshots,

 stated he waited for instructions and was later moved to a back room. 

 stated he never saw the male subject or the police enter the
establishment.

It should be noted, I later contacted  and inquired if he had video
recordings of the incident. He advised he did and that he took two video
recordings of the accident scene, prior to the shots being fired.  later
emailed these video recordings and they have been included in the case file for
reference. 

Nothing Further
Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney







Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 26 Truex, S        15:43:51 08/31/21   
PI:  on 08/25/21 by Det. Sgt. Sam Truex 

Detective Sergeant Samuel Truex

Case# 21B403506

 DOB:

Rutland, Vermont 05701
Tel: 
 
Date and Time of Interview: August 25, 2021 at approximately 1752 hours.

List of Exhibits: 1- Digital audio recording of interview with James Bennick.
                  2- One Sworn Recorded Audio Statement Form signed by
                     James Bennick. 
                            
Narrative:

On the above date and time, I conducted an interview with Lt. James Bennick of
the Rutland County Sheriff's Department.  The interview was regarding the
officer involved shooting that occurred earlier in the day in Rutland.  It had
been reported that a Rutland City Police officer shot and killed a man while
inside McDonald's located at the corner of Allen Street and US RT 7 in Rutland
after being pursued by law enforcement.  This interview was to obtain
information from Bennick about his involvement in the pursuit and the shooting
incident inside McDonald's.  

The following is a synopsis of the interview. For actual dialogue and statements
made the reader should refer to the digital audio recording. It should be noted
this interview was completed by Det. Sgt. Samuel Truex of the Vermont State
Police inside an office at the Rutland City Police Department.  During the
interview I learned the following:

Bennick advised that his work shift toady was from 0800 hours to 1600 hours.  He
assigned himself to Mendon patrol today.  At approximately 1400 hours he drove
to the Shell station on RT 4 in Rutland Town to get food, then started back
towards Mendon.  Bennick said he heard Lt. Kevin Geno of the Rutland County
Sheriff's Department say over the radio that he was just flagged down about a
black Chevy Cobalt the person believed was involved in a hit and run earlier in
the day in Rutland City. 



Bennick advised Lt. Geno attempted to catch up to the black Chevy Cobalt and was
able to get it stopped on US RT 7 north in the area of the Clarendon rest area.
Bennick said Lt. Geno confirmed the license plate matched the BOL from the
Rutland City hit and run.  Bennick said moments later Lt. Geno said the vehicle
took off.  Bennick said a few minutes after, Lt. Geno advised he was in pursuit
of the vehicle at speeds of 95 mph.  Lt. Geno said the vehicle failed to stop
for the traffic light at US RT 7 and VT RT 103.  Bennick said the vehicle pulled
away from Lt. Geno and was getting out of sight as they got closer to Rutland
City.  Bennick advised he told Lt. Geno to terminate the pursuit over the radio.
  
Bennick said to his knowledge, Lt. Geno terminated the pursuit.  He said when
Lt. Geno got to the intersection of US RT 7 and North Shrewsbury Rd, he was
flagged down again and told the vehicle went east up the North Shrewsbury Rd. 

Bennick advised he started heading in the general direction to where the car may
come out after eluding Lt. Geno. He said he traveled down US RT 4 to Stratton Rd
and then onto Cold River Rd. Bennick said Cpl. Shawn Reilly and Dep. Avery
Schneider also responded to the same area to look for the vehicle. 

Bennick advised while traveling on Cold River Rd, he took a right turn onto a
road that is now a one way road, which leads to the intersection of North
Shrewsbury Rd. Bennick said he knew he was looking for a black Chevy Cobalt with
a Florida license plate. Bennick advised that while at the stop sign, he looked
to his right and saw the  residence which is located at 

. Bennick said he observed a vehicle that matched the description
of the above described Chevy Cobalt backed in close to the garage.  He said it
appeared that someone was changing the left front tire. Bennick said he
overheard Lt. Geno say earlier that the left front tire of the vehicle was going
flat during the pursuit. 

Bennick said as he pulled into the driveway, he was facing the car.  He said as
he stepped out of his cruiser, a man stood up with a scared look, as if he had
been caught. Bennick said the trunk of the vehicle was open at the time.  He
said the male ran to the open trunk in which he drew his firearm and screamed at
the male to show his hands.  Bennick said the male returned to the driver's side
of the vehicle, then went back to the trunk of the vehicle.  Bennick said he
could see the fight or flight look on the male's face.  He said the male jumped
in his vehicle and accelerated off the vehicle jack stand.  Bennick said the
vehicle drove across the lawn of the residence and he told officers over the
radio that the vehicle was headed toward Cold River Rd.  

Bennick said Dep. Schneider happened to be on Cold River Rd. He said she advised
over the radio that she was in pursuit of the vehicle southbound on Cold River
Rd. Bennick said he and Cpl. Reilly joined the pursuit traveling south on Cold
River Rd.  He said Dep. Schneider advised over the radio that the vehicle went
through a yard and is now traveling north on Cold River Rd.  Bennick said at
that point he was in front of Cpl. Reilly and could see the pursuit approaching
them.  Bennick said he could see the vehicle was encroaching into his lane of
traffic head on and almost pushed them off the road.  He said it looked like the
operator was having a hard time holding the road as there was no left front tire
and pieces of tire in the road. 

Bennick said he and Cpl Reilly turned around in driveways.  He said Cpl. Reilly
was not the primary pursuit vehicle however, he was calling out the pursuit over
the radio. Bennick said he was behind Cpl. Reilly.  

Bennick advised that as the pursuit continued onto Stratton Rd, they approached
what he believed was the Horton Ave intersection, just before the hospital.  At
that point Bennick said the vehicle was out in front of the deputies and was
driving erratically into oncoming traffic.  Bennick said he terminated the



pursuit again because they were in Rutland City and the way the vehicle was
operating.  Bennick advised he may have said over the radio that he is going to
kill somebody.   

Bennick said the black Chevy Cobalt continued down Allen Street past the
hospital.  He said that all three deputies continued down Allen Street because
he thought the vehicle would crash the way it was being operated.  Bennick said
he was third in line and didn't see the vehicle crash.  He said Dep. Schneider
may have said over the radio the vehicle crashed but doesn't believe she saw the

crash occur. 

Bennick said as they approached the railroad tracks by McDonald's, he could see
a UPS truck, a vehicle, and two Rutland City Police cruisers.  Bennick said he
heard someone say he ran towards McDonald's.  Bennick said he, Cpl. Reilly, and
Dep. Schneider ran into McDonald's.  

Bennick advised as they entered the door on the north side of McDonald's, he
doesn't recall if he drew his weapon or not.  He advised Cpl. Reilly and Dep.
Schneider had their guns drawn at that point.  Bennick remembers a mass of
people in the play area which included women and children.  He heard them
screaming and saw them running toward an exit door. 

Bennick advised he heard someone call out "bathroom".  Bennick said as he looked
left and headed toward the front counter near the bathrooms, he saw the same
male he encountered at  was facedown with a sizeable pool
of blood near his head.  He said the male appeared to try and get up and was
moving his arms and making some sounds. He said the male didn't speak any words.
 Bennick said what stuck in head was the smell of gun powder. Bennick said he
did not hear any gun shots. 

Bennick advised that Cpl. Rose of the Rutland City Police Department was
standing behind the male with his back against the bathroom door. He said the
male was facing the southside of the store.  He said Cpl. Rose had a look of
terror on his face and wasn't saying much.  Bennick said he learned shots were
fired and called that in on his radio.  He also said it did not involve his
deputies. 

Bennick said Cpl. Rose then handcuffed the male.  Bennick said they moved trash
cans out of the way so they could start rendering first aid. He said the pool of
blood was now "huge".  He said there was massive blood loss and through his
training and experience didn't think the male would live due to the amount of
blood on the ground. 

Bennick said he rolled the male over and took out his pocketknife. He said Dep.
Schneider tried to tear the male's blood-soaked shirt off but couldn't.  Bennick
said he cut the male's shirt off to find the bullet holes. He advised Dep.
Schneider observed two entry wounds to the male's chest and applied pressure to
the two holes. He said Cpl. Reilly was there and provided gauze and chest seals.
 Bennick said the male was taking his last breaths.  He said he felt for a pulse
and didn't feel one. Bennick advised a few minutes later Regional Ambulance
arrived and could not do anything for the male due to the amount of blood loss. 
Bennick said he handed his knife to Officer Dumas of the Rutland City Police
Department because he didn't know if would need to hold the chest seals. Bennick
said Regional Ambulance called it and didn't provide any medical aid to the
male. 



Bennick said they asked Cpl. Rose if he was ok and got him out of there. He
advised Cpl. Rose didn't say anything to him.  He said additional officers
arrived on scene.  Bennick said he cleared McDonald's at that point and held
scene security outside until people showed up.
  
Bennick said he spoke with VSP Sgts. Norton and Cushing about being usure if the
male left anything at . Bennick said he took Trp.
Malmgren back to that location and met  and .  He said the

 encountered the male at the residence and asked if he needed help. 

Bennick said there was home surveillance video available. He said  was
going to email the video to Trp. Malmgren. Bennick said the jack and spare tire
to the male's vehicle were still at the residence.  Bennick advised that 

 picked up the items from his driveway and moved them off to the side. 
Bennick advised that was his involvement and he didn't fire any shots.  

Bennick said he didn't hear the initial BOL for the male's vehicle after it was
involved in a hit and run in Rutland City.  He said he only caught the tail end
of it and heard that the vehicle may possibly have broken taillights. 

Bennick advised that Dep. Schneider was assigned to patrol Clarendon and
Wallingford today.  He said Cpl. Reilly was assigned to patrol Proctor and West
Rutland today.  Bennick said when Cpl. Reilly heard the pursuit with Lt. Geno,
he headed toward  US RT 4 in case the vehicle traveled in that direction.  He
said after the pursuit was called off, he continued toward the area to try and
locate the vehicle. 

Bennick said he observed a black cell phone on the ground that was in pieces. 
He said the phone was located on the west side of the male's body inside
McDonald's.  

At the conclusion of the interview, Bennick signed a Sworn Recorded Audio
Statement Form acknowledging that everything he said was true and accurate to
the best of his ability. 

08/31/2021
SPT











back was turned toward the door he came in. 

2.       watched male go around corner toward the bathroom. She explained
that it looked suspicious the way he came in, and they were going to get up and
leave.  advised the police officer came in almost right behind the male. 

3.       stated she went into area where the playscape is and while in
that room heard gunshots. They all exited through the play scape area. 

4.       advised she could not see the police officer or male at the time
and did not hear anything except for the gunshots. She explained it was very

quiet in the play scape room and wondered if it may be sound proofed.

5.       explained that after leaving the building they passed by the
accident that had occurred.   advised they all walked to the Town Fair
Tire parking lot.  advised that  and  returned to McDonalds to
pick up the vehicle and returned to pick up the rest of their families at Town
Fair.  

6.      Nothing further from  

 DOB  

1.      While speaking with  I learned that her family had just placed an
order and sat down at a table. She explained that she used the bathroom and
returned to the table.  estimated 5 minutes later a young male entered the
store running from her left side. She explained the male was jogging toward
bathroom area and she observed a police officer behind him.  explained that
she and her family then went to the play scape area of the restaurant.

2.       Once in the play scape area with the kids.  heard 3 "pop noises"
and sat with the kids then maybe heard one or two more, as they left the
emergency door. She explained that after leaving the restaurant they were in the
drive through area before they walked across the road past the UPS truck/driver.

 explained they were waited near Goodyear Tire before leaving.
 
3.       advised she was unable to hear any conversation or commands
between the police officer and male.  advised it was very quiet until they
heard the pops and advised she could not see the male or the police officer when
they heard the pops. 

4.      Nothing further from  

5.      For additional statements made and actual dialog please refer to the
audio recording.











Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 31 LaBombard, F    14:31:38 09/09/21   
PI  by Detective Sergeant Francis LaBombard

Case#: 21B403506

 DOB: 

Rutland VT 

Date and Time of Interview: August 25, 2021 at approximately 18:27 hours.

List of Exhibits: 
1- Audio recording of interview 
1-Sworn audio statement form 

Narrative:
On the above date and time, I interviewed  DOB:  at the Rutland
Police Department regarding the officer involved shooting that occurred in
Rutland City. The following is a synopsis of the interview, for further detail
refer to the audio recording.

 stated she was working at McDonalds restaurant on the day of the incident.
While at work she observed a male subject run into the restaurant and then heard
gunshots. She did not know the exact time when this occurred, she thought it
occurred later in the afternoon. At the time this occurred,  stated she was
working out back in the kitchen on the "line." From her location she could see
the front area where everyone is seated.  observed a male subject run into
the restaurant from the door on the right side of the building, which is on the
drive through side. She stated the male was tall, looked black and was wearing
baggy clothing. She could not see his hands because it looked like he was
wearing a baggy sweater.  stated the male subject ran in and went directly
into the bathroom. A few seconds after the guy ran in  observed a few police
officers run in. She stated when they came in, she heard three gunshots go off.
She then heard the officers talking/yelling to each other, but she couldn't
understand them because they were taking in codes. I asked if any police officer
announced police, stop, don't move or freeze and she said no.  stated right
after the policeman came in the first shot was fired then three to five seconds
after she heard another two shots. She did not see or hear anything after that





 stated he heard an officer talking to EMTs say "two gunshot wounds
he was shot here and here" and the officer was pointing on his body to two
points on his upper body.  stated the officer that said this was
heavily armed and had a long gun. 

Nothing further. 
 
Det. Sgt. Francis LaBombard

Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 33 Johnson, Jason  15:40:43 09/09/21   
PI: Ted Washburn on 08/25/2021 at 1805 hours by Det. Sgt. Jason Johnson

Det. Sgt. Jason Johnson

Case # 21B403506

Ted Washburn

Center Rutland, VT 05763

List of Exhibits: 

A.       (1) Digital audio recording of interview of Ted Washburn Interview
B.       (1) Sworn Audio Recorded Statement form signed by Ted Washburn
C.       (1) Digital recording from Rutland Town PD body camera (Washburn)

1.      On Wednesday August 25, 2021 I was notified of an officer involved
shooting at the McDonald's restaurant on South Main Street in Rutland, Vermont.
I learned that the shooting involved a Rutland City Police officer and occurred
following a motor vehicle pursuit and crash involving the suspect vehicle. 

2.      At approximately 1805 hours I interviewed the Deputy Chief of Police for
Rutland Town Police Department. This interview was conducted at the Rutland Town
Police Department in Center Rutland, Vermont. [Prior to the interview, Deputy
Chief Washburn provided me with a written report and DVD from his body camera. I
later turned these items over to Det. Sgt. Seth Richardson.] 

3.      This interview was to obtain information from Washburn about his
involvement in the officer involved shooting incident inside McDonald's on South
Main Street in Rutland.

4.      The following is a synopsis of the interview. For actual dialogue and
statements made the reader should refer to the audio recording. During the
interview I learned the following: Washburn stated that he was on duty for the
Rutland Town Police Department and began his shift at approximately 0700 hours
on this date and was assigned to the dayshift in the town of Rutland. Washburn
stated that he was at his office and believed it was around 1400 hours when he
heard Lt. Kevin Geno [Rutland County Sheriff's Department] advise via radio that



there was something involving an LSA [leaving the scene of an accident] vehicle
headed northbound out of Wallingford on Route 7. [Washburn had no knowledge of
an LSA in Wallingford but later heard from another Rutland Town Officer that
Rutland City PD had an LSA that morning involving a black vehicle, but Washburn
did not know if it involved the same vehicle being pursued by Lt. Geno.]
Washburn said he heard Lt. Geno advise that he was pursuing a black vehicle
northbound on Route 7 out of Wallingford. Washburn said he continued to monitor
the radio from his office and a short time later he heard Lt. Geno had lost
sight of the vehicle and county dispatch advised him to discontinue. Washburn
said he then heard Lt. Geno advise that the vehicle had turned up North
Shrewsbury Road in Clarendon off Route 7 and other county units were out looking
for the vehicle. Washburn said he then heard Lt. Bennick [Rutland County
Sheriff's Department] say that he was out with the vehicle at the top of North
Shrewsbury Road and heard county dispatch request units in the area respond to
Lt. Bennick's location. Washburn said he heard Lt. Bennick say the male was back
in the vehicle and had taken off. Washburn said county units started chasing the
vehicle and Washburn initially thought they were headed south but heard Deputy
Reilly advise that the vehicle had almost hit him head-on as it traveled
northbound on Cold River Road toward the town at speeds of 85mph. Washburn
heard Deputy Reilly transmit over the radio that the vehicle was going by
Hubbard's and the suspect vehicle was in the lane for oncoming traffic. 

5.      Washburn said at this point he left his office and responded to the
area. Washburn said he responded normally and initially did not respond code [no
emergency lights or siren] when responding. Washburn said he heard Reilly advise
that the vehicle was approaching the city on Stratton Road and that the vehicle
had forced at least one other vehicle off the road and was still in the oncoming
lane of traffic. Washburn said moments later he heard Deputy Reilly advise that
the vehicle had passed the Perkins Road intersection on Stratton Road and the
vehicle had forced three vehicles off the road. Washburn heard Lt. Bennick tell
other units to back it down and stop because the operator of the vehicle was
going to kill someone if they didn't stop. Washburn said he heard units
acknowledge to discontinue but heard who he thought was Deputy Reilly advise
that he was discontinuing but was keeping a safe distance to watch him because
the vehicle was still driving erratically. Washburn said he continued responding
and heard Deputy Reilly advise that the vehicle had crashed on Allen Street. At
this point Washburn said he began responding code 2 [lights and siren] but not
at a fast speed. 

6.      Washburn said as he was turning off Strongs Avenue onto South Main
Street he heard Lt. Bennick advise via radio that there had been shots fired.
Washburn said he was on scene less than thirty seconds later. Washburn said he
activated his body camera and grabbed his patrol rifle because he didn't know if
there was still an active shooter. Washburn said he saw Sgt. Dickerson and Det.
Ashe [Rutland City Police] standing on Allen Street outside of their cruisers.
Washburn said he spoke with Det. Ashe about the status of the suspect and
learned the subject was down. Washburn said he and Sgt. Dickerson entered the
McDonald's via the north entrance. Washburn said they could see Deputy
Schneider, Deputy Reilly, and Lt. Bennick in the corner of the restaurant back
near the bathrooms. Washburn observed a male face down on the ground with blood
around his head on the floor and it was pooling on the floor around him.
Washburn said he saw Corporal Chris Rose [Rutland City Police] standing over the
suspect and believed he was handcuffing him.

7.      Washburn said he still didn't know exactly what had happened. Washburn
said he and Deputy Reilly checked Corporal Rose for injuries. After that,
Washburn said Sgt. Dickerson asked Corporal Rose what had happened. Washburn
provided his recollection of Rose's statements to Sgt. Dickerson.

8.      Washburn said Deputy Schneider was, "plugging a hole" in the suspect.



While administering first aid they located two bullet wounds in the chest area
of the suspect. They packed both wounds and chest sealed them both. Washburn
said it was at this point he notified VSP dispatch that he was on scene.
Washburn said he then went and washed his hands because he was not wearing
gloves and had the suspects blood on his hands. Washburn said he left the
restaurant, walked back to his vehicle where he secured his rifle and washed his
hands. Washburn said it was at that point he turned off his body camera.
Washburn said he did go back inside and helped secure the scene. He notified his
boss of the situation and eventually returned to his office where Chief Ed Dumas
instructed him to write a report and download his body camera. 

9.      Deputy Chief Washburn signed a sworn audio recorded statement form

swearing and affirming that the information he provided during his verbal
statement was true and accurate to the best of his knowledge, belief, and
ability. The interview was concluded at approximately 1824 hours.

______________________________
Detective Sgt. Jason Johnson
Vermont State Police
Vermont Drug Task Force



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 34 Dambrackas, J   11:42:59 09/10/21   
PI: REILLY, BRENDAN by (Det. Tpr. Jesse Dambrackas) on (8/25/2021) 

Case#: 21B403506

Officer: Dambrackas

Person Interviewed:   REILLY, BRENDAN
                      DOB: 
                      Address: , Rutland, VT 05701
                      Tel. #: 

List of Exhibits: 

1. One Digital file of interview w/ (REILLY, BRENDAN) on 8/25/2021
2. One written statement taken from (REILLY, BRENDAN) on 8/25/2021

Narrative:

1.      For the full statement from REILLY, please refer to the digital file
included of her verbal statement. The following is a brief synopsis only. 

2.      On 8/25/2021 I was assigned to assist with witness interviews regarding
an officer involved shooting that had occurred on this date in the McDonald's
restaurant located at 182 S Main Street in Rutland, VT. I spoke with Rutland
County Sheriff's Deputy Brendan REILLY DOB: , who was an officer
involved with the incident. 

3.      REILLY advised that on this date he was assigned to routine patrol in
the West Rutland / Proctor town areas. REILLY advised that it was his
understanding that Lt. Geno was patrolling Wallingford and had been flagged down
by a civilian and advised that a vehicle in the area was one that had been
involved in a LSA (leaving the scene of an accident) complaint from earlier in
the day. Lt. Geno initiated a motor vehicle stop on the vehicle. Shortly
thereafter, Lt. Geno advised via radio he was in a 10/80 (motor vehicle pursuit)
northbound on Route 7 from Wallingford. REILLY advised he began heading towards
their location. 

4.      REILLY advised that the vehicle had taken North Shrewsbury Road in



Clarendon from Route 7, and Lt. Geno had lost sight of the vehicle and
discontinued the pursuit. REILLY advised several Sherriff's Deputies were in the
general area looking for the vehicle. REILLY advised that Lt. Bennick located
the vehicle near the intersection of Cold River Road and North Shrewsbury Road
changing a flat tire, and that the vehicle had again fled when he approached it
and was out of his sight northbound on Cold River Road. 

5.      REILLY advised that Deputy Snyder located the vehicle and began pursuing
it northbound on Cold River Road. REILLY advised he was southbound on Cold River
Road, and the car appeared to veer into his lane of travel as he approached it.
REILLY advised he was unsure if this was intentional or not. REILLY advised that
as he passed the vehicle, he noted what he believed to be a lone white male
operator. REILLY advised he went by the car and Deputy Snyder and turned around,
so he was the second cruiser in pursuit. REILLY advised he took over radio
transmissions at this time. 

6.      REILLY advised that he could not remember exact speeds, but they were
high and should be noted in his radio logs. REILLY advised that the vehicle
almost caused multiple crashes with uninvolved vehicles. REILLY advised that Lt.
Bennick caught up and was behind him and advised to discontinue the pursuit as
they approached Rutland Regional Medical Center hospital. REILLY advised he
turned off his lights and sirens and reduced his speed. 

7.      REILLY advised that shortly thereafter he heard a radio transmission
from Cpl. Chris Rose of Rutland City Police Department advising he just saw the
vehicle from the pursuit 10/50 (crash) on Allen Street near South Main Street in
Rutland City. 

8.      REILLY advised he drove to the area, got out of his cruiser, and was
approaching the vehicle with his service weapon drawn. REILLY advised he could
not see Cpl. Rose or the driver of the vehicle in the pursuit. REILLY advised
that as he was approaching a civilian passerby yelled to him that they had run
into the McDonald's restaurant adjacent to the crash scene. 

9.      REILLY advised that he and Deputy Snyder went into the McDonald's
through the north side of the building's western door, and that Lt. Bennick was
somewhere behind them. REILLY advised that the manager of the McDonald's
appeared to be evacuating patrons and yelled to him that they were at the
bathrooms. REILLY advised he could smell spent rounds of ammunition at this
point and told Lt. Bennick shots had been fired. 

10.     REILLY advised that he saw a male on the ground on the southern side of
the hallway near the bathrooms, and Cpl. Rose standing towards the man's feet.
REILLY advised he believed he saw the man moving slightly, so he provided lethal
cover while Cpl. Rose and Deputy Snyder put handcuffs on the male. REILLY
advised that while they were doing so, he could see blood starting to pool from
under the male's body. REILLY went to his cruiser to get a trauma medical kit
and instructed Deputy Snyder to remove the male's shirt as he began preparing
two chest seals to be applied. REILLY advised he also inquired on the status of
Regional EMT response at this time. REILLY advised that Regional Ambulance
arrived and took over the medical aspect of the scene and pronounced the male
deceased shortly after. 

11.     REILLY advised that he believed his cruiser Watchguard, and body camera
were active through the pursuit and response into McDonald's. 

12.     *To note, I do not believe REILLY had reviewed any body cam / Watchguard
footage prior to this statement. 

END OF STATEMENT.









Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 37 Vooris, J       15:39:02 09/10/21   
PI:  Christopher Rose by Det. Sgt. James Vooris and Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney
Case#: 21B403506 
Officer: Vooris

Person(s) Interviewed/of Interest:
Christopher Rose DOB 
Rutland City Police Department 
108 whale street
Rutland City VT

Evidence/Exhibits:
1.      1 signed sworn audio recorded statement form 
2.      1 Audio/Video recording 
3.      3 audio recording files 
4.      1 drawing of the McDonalds Bathroom by Rose
5.      1 drawing of the exterior of McDonalds by Rose

Narrative:
 
1.       On September 8, 2021 Detective Sergeant Tyson Kinney and I interviewed
Rutland City Police Officer Christopher Rose at the Vermont State Police Rutland
Barracks. Rose's attorney, Sue Edwards was also present. The interview was audio
and video recorded by the barracks recording system. A secondary audio recorder
was also activated however approximately 26 minutes and 3 seconds into the
interview, the secondary audio recording device failed and for a period of about
26 minutes only the barracks audio/video system captured the interview. After
about 26 minutes it was discovered the secondary audio recorder failed and a
replacement was provided. 

2.      The entire interview with Rose is captured on the barracks audio/video
system however it was discovered after reviewing the audio/video recording there
are pieces of the conversation that are difficult to hear. The portions of the
interview captured with the secondary audio device were sent to Speakwrite
Transcription Service and transcribed. The original Speakwrite Transcription
Service transcriptions (3) are provided with this report and have been edited



for accuracy and incorporated into the complete transcription below. 

3.       I reviewed and transcribed the approximate 26-minute section of the
interview which was only captured on the barracks audio/video system. ****
denotes an area of the recording that is inaudible. 

4.      Please refer to the audio and audio/video recordings. 

Transcript: 
Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All righty.  So, uh, my name is James Vooris.  I'm a
detective with the state police.  This is Tyson Kinney.  He's a detective with
the state police as well.  Um, probably fair to say we all have a pretty good
understanding of what we're here to talk about.  Um, I just wanna go over a few
things before we get started, um, go through some basic contact info, that kinda
thing.  So, it's Christopher Rose?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Is that common spelling for Christopher?

Officer Christopher Rose:       C-H-R-I-S-T-O-P-H-E-R.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: And your date of birth?

Officer Christopher Rose: .

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right.  Um, you know, and so, just so it's crystal
clear.  Um, obviously, we're here to talk and collect information, um, about the
shooting incident that took place at the McDonald's in Rutland City on August
25th, uh, 2021.  Um, before I kinda turn it over to you, what I like to do is
just kind of, um, explain how these interviews, or how I like to interview.  Um,
I'm going to turn it over to you at some point and just let you talk and explain
in as much detail, um, the events of that day.  Um, I may repeat back to you
some of the things you tell me.  If I get it wrong, just correct me, uh, and
that's just, that's just so I make sure that I understand -

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: I don't know where it went.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: It went under the chair.  I think you got it.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: No, I didn't.  there it is. 

Attorney Sue Edwards: **** That's a stinger too. 

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: its gone now, were good, Sorry about that.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: No worries.  Um, so I was just sayin'.  Like if I repeat
back to you what you said, it's just so I make sure I understand it, so if I, if
I have it wrong, if I repeat it back to you, um, please correct me.  Um, if I
ask you a question and, and you don't know the answer, totally fine.  Just say I
don't know, um, and, you know, as we get started here, I just wanted to make
sure that you understand you're not in custody.  You're here with your attorney.
 You're free to leave at any point.  You don't have to talk to us.  If at some
point during the conversation, you wanna take a break or you wanna have a
conversation with your attorney, totally fine.  Just let us know.  We can step
out.  Um, the room is audio and video recorded as well as this, so maybe we'll
find a, a place for you guys to go with some privacy.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yes.



Det. Sgt. James Vooris: I think that's what we did last time as well.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I think that is what we did.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I feel more comfortable -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yeah, absolutely.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - if we do that. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Absolutely.  Um, obviously, your attorney's here with

you.  Um, just want to make sure you've had an opportunity to talk to her prior
to coming in or you can have the opportunity now.  Um, totally your choice.  Um,
also want to explain to you that the difference, or just to make sure you
understand that this is a criminal investigation, not the, any, any internal
investigation that may occur at your department.  Does that make sense?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right.  Um, so as we get started here, can you just,
uh, explain, um, kinda your current assignment, how long you've been with your
current employer, that kind of thing?

Officer Christopher Rose: Okay.  So, I'm currently workin' for the Rutland City
Police Department as a corporal.  I've been with the department since 2016.  May
of 2016.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  Um, do you have any prior law enforcement
experience?

Officer Christopher Rose: No, I do not.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  All right.  Um, so aside from your attorney,
your, your, maybe a union rep, like family, have you talked with anyone about
what you're here to talk to us about today?

Officer Christopher Rose: No.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose: Not in detail.  No.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right.  And, have you, um, had an opportunity prior
to coming in today to watch any videos?

Officer Christopher Rose: I watched my WatchGuard -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose: - and, um, just one of the sheriff's, two of the
sheriff's -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  Um -



Officer Christopher Rose:       - camera.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - so, your personal, or not personal, but your
WatchGuard video -

Officer Christopher Rose: And also, Sergeant John Dickinson's.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So, Sergeant, is Dickinson or Dickerson?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Dickinson.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Dickinson.

Officer Christopher Rose:       The first one.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  And, is he with -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Rutland City.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - Rutland City?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   The one video we haven't seen, which I think may be
quite crucial, is the McDonald's video, so my expectation today is the, the
agreement that we generally have, is that obviously you're going to take a
statement, and then we're going to take a break to look at - well, we really
only need to look at the McDonald's, I think -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yep.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - unless there's something else I haven't seen.  We've
seen the sheriff's, and we've seen everything that Rutland PD has.  I haven't
seen the town, but I don't think that that's goin' to add very much.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   The, the McDonald's private video, I think, may.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yeah, and I think that, that's my understanding -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - of the plan as well is -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yes.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - to talk and then, um, we can watch the video, and then
we can have another conversation if we need to -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Right.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - so perfect.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, that sounds good.  Thank you.



Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um, so there was a Rutland City Police Department.  Do
you know which videos from the sheriff's department you've watched?

Officer Christopher Rose: It's, uh, Deputy Riley.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Was it just that one?

Officer Christopher Rose: And, um, Sch, Schneider.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  And, were those, um, what type of videos were
those?

Officer Christopher Rose: I watched a video of the incident, uh, once they

arrived at the, on scene at McDonald's.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Do you know were, were they recorded from like the
in-cruiser video or -

Officer Christopher Rose: Body camera.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Body-worn camera?  Okay.  Okay.  All right.  All right. 
So, um, I appreciate kind of that information.  It kinda get us all on the same
page, um, so I'm going to ask you to tell us everything that happened related to
the shooting incident that took place at 182 South Main Street in Rutland,
Vermont, which is the McDonald's on August 25th, 2021 and -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - turn it over to you.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Okay.  So, that day, I went in regular patrol
shift, 'cause my assigned patrol shift, it was the first day back.  Um, I was
off the day before.  At around 1:15, sometimes after 1, I was assigned a crash
in a parking lot -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       - at Good Will.  The crash involved a vehicle
leaving the scene without exchanging insurance information.  Dispatch had the
information for the vehicle that was involved that had left the scene and the
plate, Florida plate, and issued a be on the lookout for the vehicle.  I
responded to the parking lot and met with the complainant.  Uh, the complainant
showed me the damage to his truck and advised me that the person of the other 
vehicle had pulled into the handicapped parking spot and had backed out into his
truck.  They exchanged words asking for insurance, said something about
insurance, and then the person left.  He also showed me, in the parking lot,
broken taillights and said that that was from the vehicle that had backed into
him, showed me a photo, as well, of the vehicle on his phone.  I took his
information.  Before clearing the call, I advised dispatch to update the be on
the lookout to the vehicle had broken taillights, and I cleared the call.  I
went back to regular patrolling, patrolling the city.  Uh, sometime at around 2
p.m., uh, dispatch called me on the radio, over the radio, and advised that the
sheriff's department was involved in a pursuit with the vehicle that was
involved in the crash that I was investigating earlier.  I advised dispatch that
if the pursuit was only as a result of the vehicle or the operator leavin' the



scene of the crash, that the sheriff's department could let the vehicle go,
because obviously, I don't wanna have put the public in unnecessary danger just
for insurance.  Dispatch advised that they had other violations.  I started
scanning, um, to listen to the, what, to listen to the pursuit.  As I'm
scanning, I drove to a vacant parking lot on Allen Street by, next to the train
line that's behind McDonald's and was listening to radio transmission.  I could
hear that the vehicle was actively eluding, um, law enforcement.  I could hear
that the vehicle was driving into onco, into oncoming traffic, and I heard one
of the deputies stated as if, they stated something that the vehicle attempted
to collide head on with him at some point.  I also heard that the vehicle now
was in the vicinity of Stratton Road heading towards the hospital.  At this
time, I exited the parking lot in my cruiser.  There's traffic ahead of me,
behind me, and coming, um, westbound on Allen Street.   I'm traveling east
towards, um, Stratton Road, traveling at the regular patrol speed.  I get on the

radio.  I reach out to the shift sergeant, who's Sergeant John Dickinson that,
that day.  I advised him of the pursuit, that it was in city limits and inquire
as to what he would like for us to do.  A few seconds, minutes goin' by im at
the **** still on Stratton Road, and Allen Street.  I'm in the vicinity of Moses
Street, and I see the vehicle.  He's coming towards my cruiser.  It's, it's
going westbound, and it's, it's traveling at a high rate of speed.  The vehicle
changes, starts changing lane, coming over into the eastbound lane, which is the
lane that I'm going in and almost collides with my cruiser.  I pull, I swerve to
avoid hit, gettin' into a crash with the vehicle.  You can see that the vehicle
is still traveling in the - this is all happenin' not, real fast as well.  This
is like me just lookin' in the mirror, seein' that they're still traveling
westbound, going, traveling westbound but in the eastbound lane, and he's
running vehicles off the road.  They're, they're actively avoiding crashing into
him.  My light goes on.  I make a, a, a safe U-turn, and now I'm traveling
westbound on Allen Street.  As I'm going, my windows are rolled down.  I can see
smoke, and I hear as if there's been a crash, so I get a, first and foremost, I
get on the radio, and I advise dispatch of what, what I'm observing, what's
going on at this point in time, on Allen Street, the vehicle driving into
oncoming traffic.  I could hear that there was a crash.  My siren goes on.  I
get to the crest of the hill where the train line is, like in that vicinity, and
I can see that there is a crash and that the UPS truck and the other vehicle had
stopped prior to entering the intersection at South Main Street.  I see the
driver exit the vehicle.  The driver reaches back into the vehicle and grabs
something.  I can't see what it is that he grab.  I don't know if it's a weapon.
 Um, I can't see what he grabbed, but he reaches back in, grabs something, and
he takes off running.  My siren is still on.  My lights are on.  I leave my
siren on, so he knows that law enforcement is on scene.  I drive down to the
car.  I stop.  I get out.  I get into a foot pursuit with him.  He's running
across the parking lot towards the McDonald's building.  I get out.  I'm, I'm on
the sidewalk.  I'm running towards the building as well.  He gets close to the
door.  He looks back.  Stop.  I yell stop, city police.  He goes inside the
McDonald's.  He uses the Allen Street entrance to go into McDonald's.  I follow,
I, I follow the same entrance.  I go into the same entrance.  I get in there.
He's making his way across  the McDonald's goin' over, to the, this would be to
the south side -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       - into the restroom section.  I follow as well. 
I see that he goes into the men's bathroom.  I get to the men's bathroom door. 
I push on it.  I can feel resistance as if something or someone is blocking the
door.  The door isn't locked.  It's not a door that uses a key or anything to



lock it.  Um, so you, you can feel something as if someone is there behind the
door.  I take my radio out, because I was in the uh, the cruiser.  My radio's
is, uh, is either all the way down or off, so I take my radio out.  I have to
turn my radio on, which ****,  um, come back on the working transmit to
dispatch.  The radio is on.  I notify dispatch.  We're in the, he's in the
restroom, men's restroom at McDonald's.  My radio goes back in.   He's inside,
he has gone into this restroom.  It's a public restroom.  It's open to the
general public, no keys required to go inside the restroom.  I don't know if
there's someone else inside the restroom at this time that's in danger.  I don't
know what's his location in the restroom.  I don't know if he has a weapon.  As,
as I said, he grabbed back for something, but I, I didn't see exactly what he
reached back into his vehicle to grab.  I don't know the suspect location.  I
don't know if he has a weapon.  I don't know if it's going to be a hostage
situation if someone is in there that's in danger.  I have to go into the

restroom to make sure there's no one else inside the restroom.  It's a high risk
situation to clear a room with lots of unknowns.  I pull my service weapon.  I
to, uh, press on the door.  There is no resistance.  I push the door open.  It
opens against the, it opens against the wall, the, opens against the wall. 
Okay.  In my training, I'm not trained to stop in the doorway or stay in the
doorway, 'cause obviously that's a target area for, while law enforcement is
making entry, so I stepped into the restroom a few feet to make sure there's no
one else inside of the restroom who is in danger.  When I get into the restroom,
I do a quick scan.  I can see that there is, the suspect is behind this bathroom
stall.  The door is closed.  I can see his feet, and I can hear as if someone is
coming from behind, uh, the, the door as well, like he's moving, doing something
with his hands, so it happened real fast.  I say city police, show me your
hands, and when I say city police, the suspect shouts something.  I do not hear
what he shouts, and then he exits the restroom like immediately, and he's coming
at me.  He's coming at me with a weapon gripped in his hand.  I do not know if
it's a, if it's a gun, if it's a knife.  I don't know what the weapon is, but
he's coming at me.  The weapon is gripped.  It's about shoulder height, and he's
running towards me to assault me with the weapon and cause me serious bodily
injury or, or death.  He poses an immediate threat to my life.  Uh, it's a
split-second decision that I have to make.  I fear for my life.  He has the
ability.  He, the opportunity lies there, and he's, he's now placed my life into
jeopardy.  I have no other choice.  There's no time for me to exit the restroom
at this point in time or do anything else.  Um, my life is danger.  I have no
other choice but to use my firearm to attempt to incapacitate this person before
he takes my life.  I fire once.  I fire twice.  He's still running directly at
me gripping that, uh, the, the weapon, coming towards on me, cause me serious
bodily injury or death.  I fire a third time, but by then, he is, and this is
all happening real fast, and in a split second, it went from, we call it tense
and  uncertain and rapidly evolving, forcing me to use, uh, to use force to
incapacitate a person, so I fire the first shot.  I fire the second.  Press the
trigger  the second time, and by the third shot, he has made within arm's reach
to me.  He's still coming, gripping that weapon to assault me, and my left hand
goes up in a defensive posi, position as to, to protect my face and neck area,
and my right hand has my fire arm, and it's retracted closer to me.  I fire a
third time.  I see his body jerk backwards.  And now he is, he's turning to
leave the restroom, and when he came out the restroom, he wasn't, I standing a
few feet, you know, as I said, and he didn't come out the restroom as if he's
running.  He came out to assault me, gripping that weapon, running towards me to
assault me, but, uh, after the fire, after the third shot, um, when I notice his
incapacitation, he's now leaving the restroom, and I'm turning right to step out
of  the restroom as well, and I hear as if something smashed, and I can see
debris flying.  I can see him falling, so I, I can see him falling.  He falls. 



I look up, and I see a uniform.  I observe that there's a uniform there, and
there's a firearm, and they're coming towards us.  I put my weapon back into my
gun, my gun into my holster.  I take my radio, and I get on the radio to notify
dispatch.  I advise I need a supervisor, shots fired, and send a regional
ambulance, RAS.  I put my radio back and take my gloves,  I take my phone out of
my right pocket, 'cause that's where I keep an extra pair of gloves.  I take the
phone out of the right pocket.  I take the gloves out.  I start putting on my
gloves to render aid.  I walk over to the suspect.  Someone says something.  I
do a quick scan, looking for weapon.  I go back to the restroom, scan the, do a
complete scan, and I'm back out.   I do not observe any weapons when I'm
scanning.  I do not observe anyone else inside the restroom at that point in
time as well.  When I  go back in there.   I get back out.  Someone says cuff
him.  I go.  I cuff, pla, place the cuffs back on, uh, onto the suspect, and I
reach down to turn him over to start rendering aid, and I'm told that I need to

step away.  Um, I, I step away.  I'm checked for weapons, and they're asking me
if I was hit, and I'm like, I'm saying no, 'cause all I can recall is like the
hair standing up on my hand and feelin' as if something brushed against it, but
I was in danger.  The sergeant gets on the scene.  The sergeant asks, uh, what
happened?  I go over, givin' him the rundown that the suspect went in.  He came
out charging me with something in his hand, a weapon in his hand, and then I'm
brought outside.  I'm placed in the cruiser where I stayed for a few minutes,
and im not sure how long I was in the cruiser.  The sergeant comes back in. 
They ask as few pe, comes, comes back in a few times, I believe, and one of the
times when he came back into the cruiser, uh, he, he asked me if I had fired
twice, and I said no, three times, 'cause I can recall pressing the trigger 
three times when he's running towards me to assault me, and then I'm transported
to the emergency room for an eval, and that was my involvement in the, in the
incident.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Well, thank you for telling me all that.  Um, what I'd
like to do is -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Mm hmm.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - kind of go back through what you've told me to make
sure I have, have it correct -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Okay.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - and we'll go from there.  Is that fair?

Officer Christopher Rose:       That is fair.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um, so I had asked you to tell me as much information as
possible about the shooting incident that took place at 182 South Main Street in
Rutland on August 25th, 2001, and you advised that you were working a regular
patrol shift.  You had the previous day off.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Did you say 2001?  You mean 2021?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: 2000, 2021.  I'm sorry.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I don't think anyone would be confused, but just so -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yeah, I apologize.  Yes.



Officer Christopher Rose:       Could you start over again?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yeah.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Sorry.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So, you were working a regular patrol shift.  Uh, you
had the, the previous day off.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um, it was around 1:50.

Officer Christopher Rose:       1:15.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: 1:15.  Perfect.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Thanks for making that.  Around 1:15, uh, you were
assigned a call.  It was an LSA, um, in a parking lot.  What was the store?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Good Will.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: In the Good Will parking lot?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Parking lot.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um, you responded to the area.  You met with the
complainant, and while you were there, you learned it was a Florida plate. 
Dispatch had issued a BOL.  Um, you learned that there were some words
exchanged, um, between the complainant and the individual that left.

Officer Christopher Rose:       About insurance.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: About insurance?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  Um, you, the individual you met with showed you a
photo about a broken taillight?

Officer Christopher Rose:       No, the individual showed me a photo of the
vehicle that was involved -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       - and he showed me debris from the broken
taillight -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       - in the parking lot.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right.  Thank you for clarifying that.  So, he
showed you a photo of the vehicle, and you observed the debris from the broken



taillight.  Um, you advised dispatch of that info, and you cleared -

Officer Christopher Rose:       To up -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - the call?

Officer Christopher Rose:       - to update the be on the lookout -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: To update the BOL.

Officer Christopher Rose:       - that the vehicle had a broken taillight -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       - and cleared the call.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um, a short time later, you are advised by dispatch that
the sheriff's department was in a pursuit with this vehicle, and you tell
dispatch if it's, you know, simply for the BOL to have them stop, because, uh,
your words were something to the effect of, you know, you don't need to pursue -

Officer Christopher Rose:       ****.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - people for insurance.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um -

Officer Christopher Rose:       So, if it, I, I, I advised dispatch that if the
pursuit was only as a result of the vehicle, the operator leaving the scene of a
crash, they could let the vehicle, the sheriff's department could let the
vehicle go, because, uh, there's no point in having a pursuit puttin' the
general public into danger only to get insurance from someone, insurance
information.  That's the only cause.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  Um, at that point, you started scanning, um, the
sheriff's department channel?

Officer Christopher Rose:       So, the scan button, um, whoever is on apart
from the city, the city's primary on it, and whoever,  if, if state or sheriff's
department, whoever does the transmission, I'll hear it as well, so not, I
didn't turn it to the sheriff's department radio.  I just did the scan option,
which allows you to hear if, if the radio hasn't been used by the primary, which
is Rutland City -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       - you'll hear transmission from -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: You can hear?

Officer Christopher Rose:       - troopers, sheriff's -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yeah.



Officer Christopher Rose:       - whoever's in the vicinity.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Got it.  Um, you traveled to a vacant parking lot next
to the train tracks.

Officer Christopher Rose:       On Allen Street.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: On Allen Street, uh, where you hear, uh, some more radio
transmissions.

Officer Christopher Rose:       From the sheriff's department.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Uh, you learn that this individual is eluding the
police, driving, uh, head on in traffic.  Um, at one point, you leave the vacant

parking lot, and you give your location to a sergeant.  Is that -

Officer Christopher Rose:       So, I hear the vehicle that's being pursued. 
It's in the vicinity of Stratton Road, which is the city limit, and it's headed
towards hospital. So I exit the parking lot roughly around then,  and I merge
with traffic.  I am patrolling at a regular speed.  There's a vehicle in front
of me, behind me, and coming towards me.  I get on the radio with the shift
supervisor, who's the sergeant, Sergeant John  Dickinson to advise him that the
pursuit is now within the city limits.  What does he want for us to do?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  Um, you, you explain a few seconds go by, and you
observe the vehicle traveling westbound at a high rate of speed.  Uh, it comes
into oncoming traffic, and you have to swerve.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yeah, it comes right at me, and I have to swerve
to avoid it, and it's going, it's traveling, and I look in the mirror, and it's
traveling in the eastbound lane, but it's going west -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       - and all the cars that are using the east -

(End of audio from audio recorder 1 - first recording - the next portion of the
transcript was transcribed by me while listening to the audio/Video file. ****
denotes statements that are not audible) 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay, uhm, you turn on the vehicle and you explained
that you hear a crash?

Officer Christopher Rose: My windows were down and uhm, I believe there was
smoke coming up as well, and I heard the crash, so I notified dispatch, I
notified dispatch **** crash on Allen Street **** as I get to the train line,
which is at the crest of the hill ****.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So you crest the hill, you observe the UPS truck and the
vehicle stopped just prior to the intersection. As you arrive, you observe, you
explained you observed.

Officer Christopher Rose: I haven't arrived yet, **** I observe the suspect
reach back in and grab something, ****



Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Uhm, so you, just to be clear you kind of reiterated a
little bit ahead of where I was but I'm tracking, so I'm just going to continue
here. So, you used the Allen street entrance, you follow the subject into
McDonalds using the Allen street entrance. And you observe, at this point you
have given him commands to stop.

Officer Christopher Rose: As he was entering the building, **** City police
stop, city police ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: you enter McDonald's you observe the subject run into
the men's room, you follow him to that area of the restaurant, and you explain
how there is no locking mechanism on the door, so you could feel resistance on
the door, like he is on the other side, or someone is on the other side. 

Officer Christopher Rose: Something is blocking the door.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Right. You explained that it was a public restroom, it
was unknown, it was unknown if there was someone else in the rest room, you said
it was unknown if anyone was in danger, and you were unsure, or it was unknown
if there was a weapon involved. 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Uhm, you explained that you felt it was a high-risk
situation because you had to clear a room with all these unknowns. 

Officer Christopher Rose: yes

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Uhm, you, when you do open the door to the bathroom, you
step into the restroom because you don't want to be in the doorway because you
describe it as a target area. You see the suspect that is behind another door in
the restroom, and you can hear him doing something with his hands. You said you
yell city police,

Officer Christopher Rose: Show me your hands

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Show me your hands, and at this point the subject came
at you with a weapon, but you were unsure what it was, if it was a knife or a
gun. you explained that you feared for your life and felt he could cause serious
bodily injury or take your life, you explained the course of fire, I'm not going
to go into the details I think your words speak for themselves, but how you
fired twice, he continued at you, and you fired a third time. Uhm, you said on
the third shot he was within arm's reach, you explained and kind of showed how
your hand went up and your right hand that held your firearm kind of retreats to
you in a defensive position which is when you fired the third shot. You again
explained that he came out gripping a weapon, trying to assault you. You
explained that he was incapacitated as he left the restroom. You heard a crash, 

Officer Christopher Rose: **** something hit **** shattering, as he left the
rest room. ****shattered, **** debris. I heard something, like something fell
**** hitting the ground. **** and I saw debris. ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay, heard the crash and saw debris. Uhm, you explained
that after the incident you got on the radio, you notified your supervisor and I
think you asked for regional, which is the, 



Officer Christopher Rose: yeah, I radioed dispatch and I requested a supervisor,
I advised shots fired. I requested regional ambulance service ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: And then to just wrap this up, the summary back to you,
is that you cleared the bathroom, other officers arrived, you cleared the
bathroom. And didn't observe, 
 
Officer Christopher Rose: I got out there, as soon as I got done with dispatch
**** I cuffed him ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Uhm, so when you step away, your asked what happened,
you explained to the sergeant that the suspect came out charging you, **** with
a weapon in his hand. And you explained that at one point you went to a cruiser

and during that time, 

Officer Christopher Rose:  ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: and while you were in the sergeant's cruiser  

Attorney Sue Edwards: **** Not in the rest room, 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: When you had that conversation

Attorney Sue Edwards: Yeah, 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: And then there was another conversation at the cruiser
about how many shots were fired 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Alright, well I appreciate all that information. What I
think would be helpful, I do have a few questions. I'm going to try to do it
chronologically, just, I think that would make sense. So I am going to try to
focus on before the shooting incident, the shooting incident, after the shooting
incident. And after each timeframe ill ask Tyson if he has questions as well so
we can kind of make sense of it if that works.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris:  So, kind of prior to the shooting incident, you
explained you're on regular shift. So explain to me, what you were wearing, what
is regular shift for you, that kind of thing. 

Officer Christopher Rose: Regular shift, **** external vest, shirt and logo, a
badge, name tag, **** on my belt ****. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: That's good, can you explain, you said everything that
was on your belt. Can you just walk me though everything that was on your belt?

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Radio, magazine, handcuffs, pepper spray, and then
tourniquet, did I miss anything there? 

Officer Christopher Rose: Radio, magazine, handcuffs, Pepper spray, firearm,



tourniquet 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Alright, and what is regular shift. Like what were your
hours? 

Officer Christopher Rose: I'm assigned to work a 3-day week and then a 4-day
week and its 6 to 6 **** rotate three days on ****.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: its 6 AM to 6 PM? 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Uhm, do you, so the, to kind of fast forward to this LSA
that happens prior to the incident. Can we just go through it with a little bit

more detail? Like what information did the complainant, so you arrive at the
Goodwill, what information did they provide to you? 

Officer Christopher Rose: **** parking lot **** the person came in **** the
parking spot **** then the person shouts something about insurance ****.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Alright, and that is the information that you pass on
for the BOL.

Officer Christopher Rose: the information that I pass on is the broken
taillight. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Broken taillight 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So, uhm, during your narrative of events you told me
that you began to monitor radio traffic. So, can you tell me everything you
learned from the time of the LSA call that you had, like did you learn, like
what information did you learn from the sheriff's department, through radio
transmissions. 

Officer Christopher Rose: After clearing the call some time passed **** what I
heard, I heard deputy's giving a location, ****.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: was the, was the radio, and just to be crystal clear, I
mean police radio in your cruiser, was that the only source of information, was
that the only source you were learning of information or where you talking to
anyone else? 

Officer Christopher Rose: I wasn't talking to anyone else. ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay, alright. Uhm, pre incident with this individual,
and I guess just so were clear I'm thinking prior to you coming across him on
Allen street, I don't think I have any other questions. 

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Do you remember the name of the complainant of the LSA? 

Officer Christopher Rose: I do not recall the name. 

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Did you do anything while investigating that to try to
figure out who the person was, 



Officer Christopher Rose: Dispatch had run the information and typed it into the
call, I looked at it and I can recall calling dispatch to confirm that they had
****

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: okay. Do you remember obtaining the photos ****

Officer Christopher Rose: **** texted the photos to me. ****

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay, approximately what time do you recall receiving
those photos. 

Officer Christopher Rose: *****

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: So, while you were there, ****.

Officer Christopher Rose: ****. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So, I think that's all that I had for kind of, the
pre-incident. So, too fast forward to when you observed this vehicle on Allen
Street. Uhm, refer to my notes here real quick. So, you explained that after,
you observed this vehicle on Allen Street, it goes by and crosses into oncoming
traffic, I guess my question is how did you, were you aware it was the same
vehicle that the Sheriffs were chasing? How did you make that connection?

Officer Christopher Rose: how did I make that connection? It was a black **** 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Uhm, can you explain that as, you, 

Officer Christopher Rose: I turned around, ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: but as you explained as you were pulling up on the crash
you observed the subject reaching into the vehicle. Tell me everything you
observed of the subject, what was he wearing, what was his location that kind of
thing?

Officer Christopher Rose: **** beard **** shirt, jeans, he was approximately
5'8, approximately **** What was **** 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: so I asked you to describe, what you observed, what he
looked like and what was he doing?

Officer Christopher Rose: I saw him open the door, or leave the door open, ****
reach back into the car to grab something ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Alright uhm, and you explained that, as you pursued him
toward McDonalds, prior to entering, he turned around and that's when you gave
commands?

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: so can you, okay. what was his, where was he what that
occurred.

Officer Christopher Rose: ****



Det. Sgt. James Vooris: would it be possible to draw a picture, would that help,
or would that not help?  

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: kind of his location to where your location was before
you entered, when you give commands. Would that help or no? 

Officer Christopher Rose: I can try to, 

Attorney Sue Edwards: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: ****

Attorney Sue Edwards: and this is not to scale

Officer Christopher Rose: **** running down the sidewalk ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: would you, just for future reference, maybe write your
name where you are, and you know, if you don't know his name right subject, so
if we have to reference this at any point down the road, we will know what we
are talking about. 

Attorney Sue Edwards: I think we know his name now, ****.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: and then just to be crystal clear, this is your location
when you give him the commands? 

Officer Christopher Rose: Somewhere in this vicinity **** this is not to scale
****.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: How far, what do you think the distance is?

Officer Christopher Rose: **** not far enough where I can see, **** he had a few
seconds **** where the train line runs ****. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Alright, uhm. I thought you had a question. 

Attorney Sue Edwards: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So, to continue kind of chronologically, you guys both, 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: You enter McDonalds, you enter McDonalds, can you tell
me everything you observe when you enter McDonalds? 

Officer Christopher Rose: **** I recall seeing that there were customers inside
the store **** I don't recall seeing anyone to my right ****. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: You explained that once he was in the bathroom, and you
entered the bathroom you, you said you could hear him doing something with his
hands. Can you describe that with a little more detail for me?

Officer Christopher Rose: **** It sounds like he moved, like he is making
movements with his hands ****



Det. Sgt. James Vooris:  could you see him at all through any part of the door? 

Officer Christopher Rose: I saw hit feet. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: you could see his feet? 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: And while he, while the subject is in the bathroom, uhm,
what, do you guys communicate in any way? 

Officer Christopher Rose: I said City Police, show me your hands. He said
something, **** 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Do you know

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay, so, you're not sure what he said? 

Officer Christopher Rose: I'm not sure

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: okay, alright. And then when he exits the doorway that
he was behind, and he comes at you, you describe, uhm, that he comes at you with
a weapon. So, explain what you recall seeing, describe the weapon that you saw. 

Officer Christopher Rose:  **** there was something gripped in his hand. It had
an edge. **** And he was running, **** He comes out, it was shoulder height and
gripped and he's running. ****. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Do you recall what hand? Your kind of depicting it but I
just want to be clear, so it was his right hand? 

Officer Christopher Rose: His right hand and shoulder height. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: okay, and as you depicted, your arm was kind of up? 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: was his arm up as your kind of showing? 

Officer Christopher Rose: it was shoulder height. ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay, do you recall what color this weapon was? 

Officer Christopher Rose: Something dark, definitely dark,  

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Do you recall the size? 

Officer Christopher Rose: I don't recall the exact size, something gripped in
his hand **** it had an edge **** 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: uhm, I think for the actual incident,  do you have any
follow up ****



Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: I don't mean to jump back, uhm, you had advised the
sheriff's department during the pursuit that if they were only pursuing them, 

Officer Christopher Rose: I advised dispatch ****

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: **** so you advised dispatch, 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: **** You advised dispatch to let them know, that if,  

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: You were informed that there were other violations?

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Were you advised what other violations? 

Officer Christopher Rose: ****

Attorney Sue Edwards: ****

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: **** no it turned off but we are recording, 

Det. Tyson Kinney: so when he, 

(Digital Recorder 1 turned back on (fails again after 4 minutes 19 seconds) and
a second digital recorder obtained shortly after and is activated for the
remainder of the interview.) 

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: I'm going to jump ahead again.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Mm hmm.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: So, after the crash occurs, um, and you, um, well, did
you see the crash?

Officer Christopher Rose:       I did not see the crash.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       No.  When I got there, he was exiting the
vehicle -

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  So, as your, oh -

Officer Christopher Rose:       - and I, and I had visual on him and the
vehicle.  He was like exiting the vehicle, in the process of exiting.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Where did you obtain the visual?

Officer Christopher Rose:       At the crest, where the train line is. 

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: **** Okay.



Officer Christopher Rose:       ****,  but yes.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       yes, just in that vicinity of the train line.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  When he exits the vehicle, you mention him
reaching back into the vehicle -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: - how did he, uh, or where did he reach back into the
vehicle?

Officer Christopher Rose:       on the driver side,  front seat driver side.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: okay So, the same door.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Same door.  Yeah, the same door he had exited.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: He got out.  He turned around and reached back in?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: - and correct me if I'm wrong, but you're still in your
vehicle driving down?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Driving towards.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes, the vehicle is still moving, and I'm in the
vicinity of the hill crest.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  Can you describe what he grabbed?

Officer Christopher Rose:       I cannot.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: How do you know he grabbed something?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Because he reached back and motioned as if to
grab something.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

(Second digital audio recorder enters the room) 

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Lt. Baxter,  just making sure that we're -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Backing up, 

Det. Lt. Todd Baxter:   - getting it all.

Det. Lt James Vooris:   We're on again, so -

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Okay, All right.



Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: So, you see him reaching in the car after exiting the
vehicle, um, and then he runs across the parking lot, and as you're still
arriving -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes, he's in the process of running across the
parking lot.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Mm hmm.

Officer Christopher Rose:       He gets out of the car while I'm driving down. 
He's running away from the car.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  Um, so then you, im going to jump ahead again, so

now, you're outside.  You're entering the bathroom, and you described him as
being in a stall.

Officer Christopher Rose:       No, I said, when I get to the restroom when im
outside, before I entered the bathroom -

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Yeah, I'm talking when you go into the bathroom.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Okay.  Yes, once I en, enter the bathroom, he
goes into the bathroom.  I can see his, that he's behind the stall, yes, and the
stall door's closed, but I can see his feet.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  Um, can you describe the inside of the bathroom,
'cause I haven't been in the inside of the bathroom?

Officer Christopher Rose:       So, it's, it's the, it's, the restroom, um,
nothing in there.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Well, maybe, we can draw that, too.

Det. Sgt James Vooris:  Yeah.   And, actually before you,  if you don't mind
just dating and signing that as well.

Officer Christopher Rose:       What's today's date?

Det Sgt James Vooris:   It's, uh, the 8th, September 8th of 2021, not '01.  .

Officer Christopher Rose:       Okay, so, the restroom, that's what you said you
needed me to draw for you?  ****  was -

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: The inside of the restroom.

Attorney Sue edwards:   As best as you can.

Officer Christopher Rose:       As best as I can obviously, Okay.  So, this is
where the door is, approximate door.  This is the door, so this is where I end
up standing, and this vicinity to right here.  This is the stall, so it's
somewhere in this vicinity, right there.  This section has the urinal and the
station to wash your hand.  This is obviously not to scale as I said -

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Mm hmm.



Officer Christopher Rose:       - but this is roughly the restroom.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  So, the door opens, it swings out?  Swings in
towards the X?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.  So, this door, this is outside of the
restroom.  This is me when I go into the restroom.  This is the west section of
the restroom, and this is the east section of the restroom.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

(Digital recorder 1 fails again, digital recorder 2 continues with audio.
Transcript below was obtained from Speakwrite Transcription Services and edited
for accuracy.) 

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Um, how did you identify him in the bathroom if he's
behind the stall?

Officer Christopher Rose:       His feet section.  The jeans.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: All right.  Um, -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Right, and he's behind the stall, as I said, and
when I get in there.  So all I can see is the feet, from knee downwards.  This
is why I announce city police  show me your hand as well to make sure that he
knows that law enforcement is there.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  Um, so you mention weapons several times, um, and
you describe what you observe in his hand.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Um, explain to us how, what, how that made you feel as
though it was a weapon?  What made it feel as though it was a weapon?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Totality of the circumstance.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Everything that was taking place.  He was
actively attempting to elude law enforcement.  He reached back.  He could've
grabbed a weapon.  It's an high-risk situation.  Um, I don't know if he has a
weapon.  I, I don't know if he has a weapon going into the restroom.  When I,
when he exits that bathroom, he's coming to assault me, and he's gripping what I
believe to be a weapon, coming directly at me to assault me with a weapon.  I
don't know if it's a gun or if it's a knife, but we're in a small restroom,
approximately from where I'm standing to where the stalls begins, which is where
I went once he runs out.  That's where I'm snapping on this photo.  I'm seeing
him coming to assault me with a weapon in his hand.  Whatever he has in hand,
he's going to land a fatal blow, and he's going to cause me serious bodily
injury or death.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  So what, um, actions did he take to make you
believe you're being assaulted?

Officer Christopher Rose:       His, the, the pos, his body language.  The, his



running directly at me, gripping a weapon, and he's coming directly at me.  not
running, when he exits the restroom, he's not running as if he's running towards
the door to flee.  He's not running with his hands open or his hands to his side
as if he's trying to get momentum to leave the restroom.  He's coming in an
assaultive manner.  His hand is gripped, gripping something, and he's coming,
charging at me to assault me  ****.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Can I have a copy, I'm sorry.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Oh, go ahead.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   No, finish, finish asking.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  I was just gonna ask, I was just gonna ask if you
could sign and date that as well.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Sure.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Appreciate it.  And -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I just have a couple of things.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yeah.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   At one point, Chris, you said he exited the restroom to
run at you, but you, -

Officer Christopher Rose:       There's a stall on top.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - you're talking about a stall.  I just wanna clarify
that.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Not the,  not the overall restroom.  I'm talking
about -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Officer Christopher Rose:       - from behind the stall, he's coming directly at
me.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   And another one is, -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Mm hmm.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - when you're seeing him in the stall, you describe
seeing his feet.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Have you any way of knowing if there's anybody else in





Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Uh, actually I do have a question that we didn't cover. 
Um, I don't think we've covered yet.  Uh, your firearm, what happened with your
firearm after the incident?

Officer Christopher Rose:       So, once I got out of the restroom and I
observed the uniform that was to the west of the hallway, so I'm standing by the
bathroom, I exit the bathroom, observe the uniform to the west, and I see the,
that he has his gun as well out and he's closing in.  I put my firearm into my
holster, and I get on the radio.  So it was in, in my holster, um, right up
until we went to the emergency room when I took it off my waist and placed it in
the trunk of Commander Sheldon's vehicle.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right.  So just to be crystal clear, you, -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yep.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - after the incident, you holster your firearm.

Officer Christopher Rose:       As soon as I saw that there was more law
enforcement.  The suspect had gone out of the bathroom, fallen, and they were
coming in the vicinity, or vicinity.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: And you maintain custody of your firearm.

Officer Christopher Rose:       I maintain custody of it, yes.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Until you travel to the emergency room where you place
it in Commander -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Sheldon.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - Sheldon's vehicle, and he takes it from there?

Officer Christopher Rose:       And I, I, I mean from there, uh, whoever took it
from there.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay, all right.  That I think, um, is good to know. 
Anything else?

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: No, so outside of him saying something in the bathroom
stall, -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Mm hmm.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: - did he say anything to you?

Officer Christopher Rose:       That was the only, that was the only audio that
I heard coming from the suspect.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Was when he shouted something and exited the
bathroom stall.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.



Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So why don't we take -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - a break.  Um, I think just for ease of technology, -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Mm hmm.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - I'm gonna leave the recorder here and not touch it. 
So you guys -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, we'll go outside.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - if you could go back out in the lobby or step outside,

and we'll come grab, I'll grab my computer when we come back.  Are we, you guys
good to do the, we'll watch the McDonald's video and go from there?

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.  Can I just check with you the, just to make sure
I don't miss something.  My understanding is they'll be the sheriffs' bodycams
that you've seen and you also have seen some footage from Rutland PD, which
would be a dash cam, and then there'll be the McDonald's video.  Is there any
other video that I don't know about?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: I believe there was a Rutland Town may have arrived on
scene afterwards as well, and they may have -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, but that was later, wasn't it?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Right.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, I mean I, I would like to see that if you have
that, but I, I don't think that's gonna capture anything of the incident, is
that?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: My understanding of what captures the incident is only
the McDonald's video.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Right, okay, and one of the sheriff's bodycam, I think.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: I don't believe it captures the actual incident.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Not the actual incident, but it captures the, -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: After the fact.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - the, the guy on the floor, doesn't it?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Correct.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   It does, yeah.  We've seen that, but I haven't seen the
McDonald's 'cause no one has that but you.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   As far as I can tell.



Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So we'll step out.  Again, this room is gonna stay
recorded.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So if you guys just wanna, make sure that's super clear.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, absolutely.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: And, uh, do you need a water or anything?  You got
something with ya?

Officer Christopher Rose:       I'm good.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: You're good?  Okay.  Uh, I'll walk out with you guys
and,

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Right,

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: If you, if you don't wanna leave, that's fine too.

Attorney Sue edwards:   Yeah, no, I was just sitting here thinking you were
gonna go out for a minute and come back in, but no, we'll wait out.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: I have to grab the computer and load the video and -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, so we're going into a, -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - take, maybe take -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - you're putting us when?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Five minutes?

Attorney Sue Edwads:    I can leave that there?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yeah, absolutely.  Um, honestly probably the easiest and
best place is back in that main lobby where you just were.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: I'm gonna close this door, just -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Okay.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: This is Detective Kinney.  The current time of the break
is at 1526 hours.  Current time is 1547 hours.  We are resuming the interview. 
Myself, Detective Sergeant Tyson Kinney.  I just noted the time.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Thanks.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   So what's our plan here?  We would like to watch this
just the two of us.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So, um, my understanding is we would watch it together.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   That's not what's happened before.



Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Previously, we've had, it's just been me and the client
watching it.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yeah, I think that, um, I mean I'm happy to, to ask my
lieutenant, but my understanding is, um, the new process is we are all on this
together, in the room together.  We can watch the video, we can watch as much or
as little of it as you want.  Um, -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   When did this new, what's this new process from?  Are
you talking about the new policy that comes in October 1?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Not, not policies, but just the process of how, you

know, we do these, um, I guess video reviews with, um, officers and their, their
attorneys.  Um, my understanding is we are to remain in the room.  Um, obvious -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   But my request is that you don't.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Obviously, uh, if you guys wanna talk privately, that's
your right, but, um, -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   But my request to you is it's just me and Chris that
watch it -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - because this is obviously highly emotional thing.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yeah, and that's understandable.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   And I don't really want, um, onlookers watching us watch
it as it were.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Right.  Um, I'm, I'm happy to have that conversation, -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, if you would.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - but I'm not sure what the answer's gonna be.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   No, of course you don't.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um, -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   And I'm ask, that's my request.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yeah, I can, I can have that conversation quickly.  Um,
so it's, I think Tyson may have just said this, but 3:49.  We're back in the
room here.  Um, obviously all the same stuff applies as before.  You don't have
to talk to us.  Feel free to leave at any point.  Um, if you do wanna take a
break before we get to the video, after the video, um, we'll do that.  I think
we had a couple of quick questions we wanted to follow up on -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Oh, okay.  Okay.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - before we get to the video.



Attorney Sue Edwards:   Sure.  Absolutely.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Uh, do you wanna touch on those?

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Sure.  Um, earlier you had mentioned him reaching back
in the car, um, as you were sort of cresting the hill, still in your vehicle,
after the crash occurred.  Um, my question to you is are you, did you know if he
left anything in the car?

Officer Christopher Rose:       No, I didn't check the car.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       I exited my cruiser and I went, um, towards the
parking lot.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  Um, inside the bathroom, not the stall, but when
you were inside the bathroom, you see him inside the stall.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes, he's behind the stall.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: 'Kay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       On the inside of it.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Yeah.  Um, explain to us what he did when he opened the
door to the stall.

Officer Christopher Rose:       What do you mean?

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: So when he opened the door of the stall, what'd he do?

Officer Christopher Rose:       As, as I said, um, he's behind the stall.  Then
he, uh, I city police police, show me your hands.  He showed something and then
he's outside the stall.  I honestly don't see if the stall door, if the door
flies out or if it goes in.  He's inside, then he's outside.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       That's how fast that is.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  Um, inside the bathroom, -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: - where were you inside the bathroom?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Close to few feet in 'cause I was still using my
body and my left foot to hold the door open.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay, so you're holding the door open in the bathroom.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  Did he touch you inside the bathroom?



Officer Christopher Rose:       So, when I went up in a defensive manner, I, I
could feel the hair in my hand stand up and as if something brushed against it
when he was exiting the restroom.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  So that was when he was exiting, but prior, I
guess -

Officer Christopher Rose:       This all happened so fast.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: - while inside -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Once he exited the bathroom, we're talking about
less than a few seconds, we're talking about the incident.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Mm hmm.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Um, there was no pause or break.  There was no
time for me to do anything else or see anything.  It was him exiting the
bathroom, running directly at me with a weapon to assault me with the weapon
causing serious bodily injury.  That, that's how fast it's happening.  It's a
small, it's a small restroom.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Um, little or no time to close the gap.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  Was there any place for you to go?

Officer Christopher Rose:       There was up, what, when, when my hand went up,
I could feel I was squished right against the, the door that was being stopped
by the wall, that it opened against.  There was nowhere for me to go.  No time
for me to exit the restroom in a safe manner.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  So you're standing in the door, holding the door
open.

Officer Christopher Rose:       So step in to get in, and I'm using my left, my
left foot to keep the door opened.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Mm hmm.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Keep it open.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: So where's the door, I don't mean to cut you off. 
Where's the door?

Officer Christopher Rose:       So the door is to my right.  The, to exit the
door, this door opens here.  I'm gonna use this door as an example.  This door
opens here against this wall.  So once the door, and it was, it would've been
the opposite side.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Right.

Officer Christopher Rose:       So it would have opened up to this side, but
once the door open, so we'll have to use this.  Now don't, imagine this, this is



in front the door and this is open, and this is the end of the door after it
opens, after it swings open, and I position like this.  I'm positioned like this
on the door.  So the doorway, it would've opened from here, swinging from here
to here.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       So the door ent, the entrance and exit is to my
right.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  So the door swings, so was the door flat against
the wall?

Officer Christopher Rose:       The door, when, when, when I fired the final

shot, I could feel that the door was pressed against the wall, and I had nowhere
else to go.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       So when I swung it open and I wasn't, it
could've been right against it or it could've just had a little space with my
foot holding it open -

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Right.

Officer Christopher Rose:       - behind me.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Right.  But it would've laid against the door, against
the wall.

Officer Christopher Rose:       But during this it wouldn't press against, it
was pressed against the wall during the incident.  Once, after he ran out the
bathroom coming towards me to assault me with the weapon, 'cause I could feel
that, as I'm trying to go back I have nowhere else to go 'cause it's pressed
against the wall at that point.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Can I ask a follow-up question?

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um, so when this is occurring, um, -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Mm hmm.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - how close was the subject when you fired your first
shot to?

Officer Christopher Rose:       So the first shot, it's right after the suspect
runs out of the restroom.  The first shot, runs out the restroom, I observe that
he's coming at me to assault me with, with a weapon, and I fire the first shot,
and then the second shot while he's running towards me, and then the third one
is when he's within  arms reach at me when I'm backing up.  And, uh, this is all
happening pretty fast, not a, not a walkin', more of a more runnin' mode, clear
in that small restroom.



Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       In a rapid mode.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: And just so I'm clear 'cause, um, -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Okay.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - I don't believe I've been in the restroom.

Officer Christopher Rose:       'Kay.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So this is the, this is the picture you drew.  This is

the stall.

Officer Christopher Rose:       That's the stall.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So when you say the first shot -

Officer Christopher Rose:       So the suspect is some side, somewhere outside
the stall.  He's no longer -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Do you, will you mark the approximate location with the
No. 1 of the approximate location of where he was.

Officer Christopher Rose:       As I said, this is not to scale.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Right, right.

Officer Christopher Rose:       He's no longer in here, and he's somewhere out
here.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay, and the second shot -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Somewhere here.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Can you put maybe the No. 2 -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Okay.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - just to differentiate.  Okay.  And the third shot?

Officer Christopher Rose:       And the third shot he's right within arms'
reach.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  All right.  I think that makes it a little more
clear for me as to where they were located.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: That was one of the things that, uh, we wanted to just
clarify.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: And was there, was there any other place he could've ran
to?



Officer Christopher Rose:       I'm sorry.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Inside the, inside the bathroom, was there any other
place he could've ran to?  Was there another door, was there another window, was
there another exit?

Officer Christopher Rose:       No, if you're, there was no other doors or exit
that I observed.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  The only exit was the exit you're standing.

Officer Christopher Rose:       The one to the right.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: As you came in too.  Okay.  All right.  

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Anything else right now?  I can go, 

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: I'm just trying to make it, I'm trying to picture this
in my head, and that's why I'm trying to ask some of these detailed questions.

Other Speaker:  Yeah.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Um, and I apologize.  I don't mean to keep -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Mm hmm.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: - beatin' it, but, um, you had mentioned earlier he was
running at you.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes, he exited the restroom and he was running
directly at me.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Okay.  Um, okay.  Uh, I guess I'll leave it at that.  He
answered that question, so I'm good.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right.  I'm gonna go ask that question about the
video.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yes, So my request is, just to be clear, that it's just
Chris and I that watch the videos that we haven't seen, um, and in a room that's
not wired.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   So that we can have a free conversation as we're
watching them.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   That, that's my request.  Uh, I don't see why that's a
problem.  That's what we've done before.  I have no problem if you wanna do
something with the video that means I can't access anywhere else in that laptop,
but -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So that's the, I think that, well, that is certainly a









Det. LT Todd Baxter:    You did through FOIA were able to obtain city, sheriffs
-

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Sheriffs.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Not the town.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Not the town.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Not McDonald's.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Not McDonald's.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    And I think that's it.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, it's the town and McDonald's that we haven't.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    So, do you recall a conversation, and I specifically
want to straighten this out right now before we go, uh, now that's the captain. 
I'll talk to him after I say this, and then I'll be able to -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, sure.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    - repeat to him.  Um, there was a conversation leading
up to this with the captain.  That the captain said there is no video for you to
watch that is of your perspective, which is something that we would not provide
unless it was your perspective, i.e. you have watched it with us when it was
their perspective in other situations.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Mm hmm.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Do you, do you recall that conversation?

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I don't know if we had it this time, but I certainly
have had that conversation at some point.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   That is fair to say.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    All right.  So my, my point is, for the integrity of, of
all of this, -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Mm hmm.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    - we started out with you're here represented and we
started out with yes, this, the parameters will be that you'll be able to watch,
watch that video.  That was, that was on me that I didn't understand the
conversations about perspective that you had had with the captain.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I don't think I had those this time, but I have had
those conversations.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Okay.



Attorney Sue Edwards:  That is fair to say.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    So I'm gonna, I'm gonna take this call and see if he's -
all right, he's saying it was, uh, Thursday the 2nd when they had a conversation
by phone, and it was -

Attorney Sue Edwards:  I certainly have had conversations with him.  I do not
recall specifically saying that we would only see something that was from his
perspective.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:   Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:  I do not recall saying that.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:   So -

Attorney Sue Edwards:  I'm not saying that that couldn't have happened though.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:  Okay.  So, what I, what I just need to understand is
that it isn't our protocol to give somebody, uh, videos that we have in our
possession that you haven't watched, um, that aren't of your perspective.  In
other words, we don't allow you to do that, and we're not gonna allow you to do
that, and, because it's not of your perspective, and it's not something that you
gained through FOIA.  It's, it's part of the investigation.  I know it's, um,
sort of confusing, um, but what I really, I just need to clarify that that's not
gonna happen.  The captain said that you did have a conversation that, which,
and, and I know this, and this is partly on, on me because I thought that we
were going to do that today, and then he's like no, because of the perspective. 
I'm like -

Attorney Sue Edwards:  All right.  So I thought we were going to do it today.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:  - you got it.

Attorney Sue Edwards:  But I'm certainly not calling anybody a liar.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:   Right.

Attorney Sue Edwards:  And I'm saying that I have had that conversation about
perspective.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:  Yeah.

Attorney Sue Edwards:  I do not recall having it in this specific case, but I
certainly have had that conversation before.  Yes, I did do a PRA for other
stuff, and eventually I will get, my guess is, -

Det. LT Todd Baxter:   Right.

Attorney Sue Edwards: - the stuff from the town as well.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:   Yeah.

Attorney Sue Edwards:  I haven't seen it.  I'm not thinking it's huge in
material.  The McDonald's, of course I cannot do a PRA for.



Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Right.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   'Cause you're the only guys that got it.  Well I've done
it, I have done a PRA, but you'll stick your heels in and try not to give it to
me.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Well not me, but.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   No, not you.  I mean your employers.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Yeah, yeah, I mean it's, it's just the way.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   But that's not ****.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Right, but what's most important today is that you
understand that there wasn't any trickery on our part to get you to talk by
making a promise upfront.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   No, I'm not making ****.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    That was my concern.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, I ****.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    And that's why I'm sitting here right now saying -

Other Speaker:  Yeah, I understand.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    - whether this happened or not, this is our stance.  You
are familiar that we've had that stance -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yes.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    - and have taken that stance.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   That is fair.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    What I don't want is that to be like well, if that
wasn't gonna happen, then I would've never talked today.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   No.  That was not the -

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Do you, uh.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - yeah, I understand your concern.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    You do understand that, Christopher, correct?

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Do you understand what's being said?

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes, I understand.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Okay.

Officer Christopher Rose:       So are we reviewing it or not?



Det. LT Todd Baxter:    You are not reviewing it.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Not the McDonalds.

Officer Christopher Rose:       You and the detective in the room.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Correct.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Because it's not your perspective.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Kay.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    That's the only reason.  If it was your perspective, and
Sue can attest to this, then you would watch it.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, that's what we've done before.  It's a body cam or
so forth.  I did, uh, come into this believing we were going to see the
McDonalds, but I was not tricked.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I, I am not suggesting that.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    But you can understand where I'm like sitting going like
I have to go address this.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yes.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    On recording to make sure that we -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, we understand.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    - have this out in the open, that this is on me, that I
thought we were going to be allowed to do that.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    We told you that.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    And then when we started talking about how we would, and
I never thought we would do outside the presence, but that's on me, and then the
captain's like no, and I said well, I'm gonna go in.  on recording and make
sure. 

Attorney Sue Edwards:   No, I, I think that this, I, I am not alleging any
trickery from anybody, and if I thought there was trickery, I would allege it
right now.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Right.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I am not saying that.  My, um, I have had that
conversation before.  I did come into this believing I was seeing the McDonald's



video.  Uh, it, it would not have changed our minds in terms of giving you this
statement.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Okay.  All right.  So I'll bring, uh, the detectives
will come back in, and, and you guys can finish up on if you have any more
questions or anything.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Okay.  Perfect.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Are related to this.

Officer Christopher Rose:       When will the videos be available?  After
investigation is closed or?

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Well, that will, that will be up to, um, how Sue works
with this and with our department.  We, as a course of action, we don't do this
on any, in any sort of criminal investigation of this nature.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Well, I, I mean there's a, there's a wider issue, and I
don't know how much we want to get into it here, and that that's what the Public
Records Act, and that's not peculiar to you or to you being law enforcement. 
There's a public, the Public Records Act permits anybody, in this case, it was
me, to request certain information, and I, as I've said to you before, I've done
that from the PD.  I've done it from the town, um, and I've done it from the
sheriff's office.  I've got that stuff.  They clearly do not hold the McDonald's
video, only VSP does that. 

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Yeah.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I have also requested that.  Um, there is a very
regimented process whereby it comes, it doesn't come from these guys.  It comes
from, um, person, , is that her name?

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Well, she, yeah.  She's in charge of releasing it, but
the legal, -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   She's in charge of this.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    - but the legal end of it is .

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, yeah, yeah, that's right, but I'm just.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Yeah.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   That's right.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Yeah.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I mean there's, there's a whole procedure around this. 
They've requested 10 days.  Um, I think it's highly unlikely they're gonna
release the McDonald's video to me, uh, but we'll see.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Right.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Uh, but that, that's where we stand, but we've seen the
other stuff apart from McDonald's.



Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Yeah.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   And I think we'll see the town, but I'm not terribly
concerned about the town one because my understanding is that comes much later. 
What I cared about was the sheriff's most of all, um, your stuff.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Yeah.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   And that we have seen.  So I think that where we've got
to, I think there has been a bit of a misunderstanding, but I'm not alleging ill
intent.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   On anybody.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Yeah, I mean I fully admit that.  Well, we're here, like
the, I had a misunderstanding so, uh, but I just wanted to clarify that.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    That doesn't in any way taint what you had to say today.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    Or, or change that.  You know, in a, in a way that you
as an individual sitting here being questioned with your attorney would feel
like no, this was, this was wrong, and I would have never talked if you had had,
you know, not said that in other words.

Officer Christopher Rose:       What's next?

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Okay. All right.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I mean we're going to come in and, and say what actually
happened, and in all realty in this situation, the only person who knows now
who's living who knows what happened actually in the bathroom is the person that
sat in the room with us.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Right.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   There is no video of that of course.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    So.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Okay.

Det. LT Todd Baxter:    I'll, uh, send James and Tyson back.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Sure.

Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    And then that's whatever you have for them will be the
end of the day.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Okay.  Thank you very much.



Det. Lt Todd Baxter:    Thank you.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Did you get that?  I'm not, McDonald's is only going to
show us what that body cam showed us.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yes, and this is part of their investigation

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.  Ultimately, all of it will get released. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right, so I think there was some confusion there,
but hopefully, I don't know what the conversation was but hopefully.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I think we're good.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Other Speaker:  I think we under, I think there was confusion, but I don't think
there was trickery.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.  All right.  Um, I don't think we have any more
questions.  Is there anything that you guys want to add?

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I'd like to ask about process.  I think I know the
answer, but I'd like Chris to hear it -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Yeah, I'd like to know.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - as well.  How long it's gonna take to submit the
report, and then how long is the piece of string as to when we're gonna get the
actual result from the attorney generals?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So, um, speaking in extreme generalities because as I'm
sure you can attest to, things are different in every case, um, the process for
us is we put a case together.  We gather all the information.  Um, my
understanding the case officer is, uh, Detective Sergeant, uh, Seth Richardson. 
When he has compiled the case, he will submit it to the attorney general's
office, and I believe a county prosecutor.  Um, I, I can't put a time on when
that will be submitted.  It's relatively, in my opinion relatively fast, but
usually, the first submission is within a few weeks.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: I think, just in my experience, we, we try to like the
30 day mark is try to get it, everything gathered and done and submitted within
the 30 days, um, and then it's on.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: When it comes to the review, I wouldn't even venture to
guess.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: It can go anywhere from 2 weeks to 10 months, you know,
but we call every week and say what's the status, and at least with the county
prosecutor, and in this case it's Bennington, she'll, she'll have the ability to
look at everything and make her decision.  I know with the attorney general's
office, they have, uh, sort of a number of criminal prosecutors that each review
it individually.  It's not like they all sit down, and they look at it together.
 They all take their time looking at it, and then once everybody's reviewed it,
then they come together, and they say what are the issues or no issues or



whatever.  That's the process is because everybody has their own schedule,
everybody's got their own court docket, so that's what takes a while is having
everybody review it.  It's not like they assign one attorney to do it.  They
have everybody look it, and I know, um, they've got a couple of new people, so I
think they're gonna try to train some newer people to start to review these, um,
so that could take long.  I guess there's no real answer to that, but I've seen
anywhere from 2 weeks to 10 months.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Right.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Is there any more interviews that you guys have
to do with witnesses or?

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: I don't think so.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: No.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Um, we, we got pretty much everybody that night.  Um,
yeah, there was a, there was a lot of people that were inside McDonald's.

Attoreny Sue Edwards:   Mm hmm, for sure.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Do you know the address to the, the PD?

Officer Christopher Rose:       108 Will Street.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Um, after the inci, after this is all set and done or
whatever the outcome is, um, we'll be able to sit down with you and kind of go
over everything we've learned.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Okay.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Um, and do like a debrief 'cause you didn't probably get
that before,  so there's obviously a lot of things that we've learned throughout
these investigations that the officer who's involved doesn't hear or doesn't
know.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Okay.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Um, so we'd be willing to share all of that with you
too.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um, what's a good phone number?

Officer Christopher Rose:       

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yep.

Officer Christopher Rose:       

Det. Sgt. James Vooris:  and  makes you 31.

Officer Christopher Rose:       



Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So this the last thing I have if there's no other kind
of -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - other clarifications.  It's just a sworn statement
form, so it says On September 8th, 2021, I, Christopher Rose, provided a verbal
and audio recorded statement to Detective Sergeant James Vooris  of the Vermont
State Police of my own free will without any threats or promises made to me.  I
am aware that it is a crime, a violation of Title 13, VSA 1754 to give false
information to a police officer implicating another person or to deflect an
investigation from a person or another person.  The taped recorded statement is
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge, belief, ability and is attached

to and incorporated into this sworn statement.  So feel free to read that.  Um,
if you agree and understand, I'll just ask you to sign where it says affiant,
um, and again, today's September 8th.  

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Um, one thing that's sometimes helpful, is that  we, we
don't write reports for the, your interview.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Okay.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: The shooter's interview.  We send the recordings out to
be transcribed.  They're transcribed, and then we review it for corrections.  So
this interview will be transcribed and so your words are your words, and we're
not trying to interpret anything that you say.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Will I get a copy of that?

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Yeah.

Officer Christopher Rose:       ****  or.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Yeah, once, once this is all, the investigation -

Officer Christopher Rose:       Will I get a copy of the recording itself  as
well or is that afterwards?

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Afterwards.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: That'd be after, yeah.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Um, ****.

Officer Christopher Rose:       Kay, well, that's cool.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Well, I know when we've discussed it before, you said
that you would provide a trans, the transcript to us not this case but previous
case, the transcript of the interview.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: yeah, yup. I know we, we've talked about that.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Mm.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: I don't have, it's not my case.



Other Speaker:  Yeah, yeah.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: So, um, so if we can release it, we will.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, okay.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Hopefully, the audio picked it up and there's not.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: I'm not sure when the first recorder died.  Obviously,
this one has about the last hour, and we have the in room mic and camera so.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Um, that one's a little more challenging to send -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Oh, I'm sure.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - to transcription 'cause it has the video attached, but
-

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - we'll figure that out, uh.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Between it all, we should have it.

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: There are ways to take it from video and put it on
there.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Yeah, even if I let it play and record it.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So, um.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Notarize this.  All right ****.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right.  I, so that's all we have.  Um, if at any
point, you know, something comes to mind and you want to continue our
conversation, just reach out to your attorney, -

Attorney Sue Edwards: yeah come through me. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - and we can, you know, she'll reach out to probably the
captain or lieutenant, and we can rearrange a time to meet, um, and then we kind
of tell everybody that we talk to is, you know, obviously, don't, you don't want
to talk to a bunch of people about this.  You want to kind of keep it to, you
know, your attorney and really maybe your union rep or whatever, but I'm sure
you've had all those conversations so.  All right, thanks for coming in.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I have one more point, and it doesn't need to be on
tape.  I don't care if it is or isn't.



Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   But I know that when I agreed to this in part of the
email that I sent to captain, I asked that the next VSP release included that,
uh, Corporal Rose had fully cooperated and met with you.  Obviously  those
things are significant in the community.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Okay.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   And so I would like to make sure that that, that's
included in the next, um, press release that goes out.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right.  Um, maybe a theme here at the end of this
interview is we don't do the press releases, but -

Attorney Sue Edwards:   No.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: - but we can certainly pass that information along.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Well, I'll pass it along again.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: All right.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   I'll write another email -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Perfect.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - saying -

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: That'd probably be best.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   - I'm looking forward to the press release where it says
that.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Perfect.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So awesome.  Thank you guys.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Okay.

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: Appreciate it.

Other Speaker:  ****.

Attorney Sue Edwards:   Yeah, I do, but you're, you're good.  Uh, do you want me
to give you this?

Det. Sgt. Tyson Kinney: Uh, yeah, let me just kill the recorder. 

Det. Sgt. James Vooris: So it's, uh, 4:20 p.m.  That will conclude the audio
recording.



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 38 Stephenson, J   17:57:24 09/14/21   
PI:  by Detective Sergeant Jeffrey Stephenson and Detective Trooper
Steven Gelder on August 25, 2021
Case #: 21B403506
Officer: Detective Sergeant Jeffrey W. Stephenson

Person(s) Interviewed/of Interest:
  DOB: 

Miami, FL 33130

Social Media contact: n/a

Evidence/Exhibits:
1.      One audio recording of interview with  by Detective Trooper
Steven Gelder (copied to digital case file)

Narrative:

A.      Introduction/Background

 (hereinafter, "  was interviewed by telephone by Vermont
State Police ("VSP") Detective Sergeant Jeffrey W. Stephenson and Detective
Trooper Steven Gelder, on August 25, 2021, beginning at or about 6:56 PM. After
being advised of the identity of the interviewing Detective and the nature of
the interview,  provided the following information: 

[The below is an interview summary. It is not intended to be a verbatim account
and does not memorialize all statements made during the interview.
Communications by the parties to the interview were electronically audio
recorded. The recording captures the actual words spoken. A digital copy of the
interview recording has been saved to the VSP case file. All parties to the
interview were made aware of the recording.]

For background,  was identified as the registered owner of a vehicle
involved in a crash on August 25, 2021, in Rutland, Vermont. The vehicle's
operator,  was later killed in a police-involved shooting in









Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 40 Stephenson, J   17:59:41 09/14/21   
PI:  " by Detective Sergeant Jeffrey Stephenson on
August 25, 2021
Case #: 21B403506
Officer: Detective Sergeant Jeffrey W. Stephenson

Person(s) Interviewed/of Interest:
 ," DOB: 

, Pittsford, Vermont 05763
 (cell)

Social Media contact: n/a

Evidence/Exhibits:
1.      One audio recording of interview with "  by
Detective Sergeant Stephenson (copied to digital case file)
2.      One sworn audio statement form signed by "  on
August 25, 2021 (copied to digital case file -original given to Detective
Sergeant Seth Richardson)
3.      One hand-drawn sketch of incident/scene by "  on
August 25, 2021 (copied to digital case file -original given to Detective
Sergeant Seth Richardson)
4.      One copy of a note by "  listing the employees
who were present during the shooting, their address, and phone number(s) (copied
to the digital case file)

Narrative:

A.      Introduction

"  (hereinafter, "  was interviewed at the
Rutland City Police Department, Project Vision Office by Vermont State Police
("VSP") Detective Sergeant Jeffrey W. Stephenson, on August 25, 2021, beginning
at or about 6:56 PM. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing
Detective and the nature of the interview,  provided the following
information: 



[The below is an interview summary. It is not intended to be a verbatim account
and does not memorialize all statements made during the interview.
Communications by the parties to the interview were electronically audio
recorded. The recording captures the actual words spoken. A digital copy of the
interview recording has been saved to the VSP case file. All parties to the
interview were made aware of the recording. Following the interview, 
signed a VSP Sworn Recorded Audio Statement Form.]

B.      Free Narrative of " 

 is the   McDonald's Restaurant's,
including the one located on S. Main Street, Rutland, Vermont. She was working
at the S. Main Street McDonald's on August 25, 2021. Around 2:00 PM she was
meeting with  LNU (last name unknown), who was conducting on the job
manager training, and  an , in the side lobby of the
restaurant. 

 was seated facing the front lobby with her back to the Allen Street
entrance/exit door.  saw a male enter the restaurant through the Allen
Street door. He was running towards the bathroom and took a left into the men's
room.  assumed he needed to use the bathroom quickly. 

The male was about 5'8" tall, wearing baggy clothing and jeans. He was carrying
a backpack. He had a beard and mustache and was wearing a hood or hat on his
head. 

 then observed two-three (possibly four) police officers enter the
restaurant and head towards the bathroom. She assumed they were there to arrest
the male who just entered the men's room. There was a family of customers seated
in the lobby area: a man, two women, and four-five children. Wanting to get them
away from the expected police action,  helped them move their food and
trays into the play place area at the front (S. Main Street) side of the
restaurant. 

As  was helping the family move into a new table, she heard a gunshot.
The male with the family immediately took his family out the play place door and
left the restaurant. 

 saw  on the south (Symquest Business) side of the restaurant,
he was locking the doors.  got the other employees into the back of
the restaurant, behind the kitchen.  remained in the play place. 

 ,  and  both worked at the restaurant as
well. They were working in the kitchen area.  another employee was working
the drive-thru lane and positioned at the front counter taking orders. She later
told  that she got a glimpse of the guy (that ran into the restaurant)
before she ran out back. 

 came to the back of the restaurant and caught up with  in the
back room with other employees. They positioned themselves between shelving. 

 did not immediately know who had been shot. She saw multiple police
cars outside the restaurant and felt safe. 

Later,  spoke with a State Police Detective, "Seth" (Detective
Sergeant Seth Richardson), along with other law enforcement officers. She
learned there had been a fatality.  did not see the decedent but saw
some blood drops on the floor near the bathroom vestibule.  also spoke
with [Rutland Police] Officer Dumas at the scene. 



Following the shooting, law enforcement officers walked employees to use a
restroom at the Comfort Inn, nearby. A reporter called the restaurant phone -

 did not release any information. Customers in the drive-thru lane
were sent away with no food. 

 looked outside and saw a black car with a blown front tire -the car
had been in a crash. The car was on Allen Street, in the left lane, near a
crosswalk, facing the fairgrounds. 

 also saw ambulance members come into the restaurant but noted they
did not leave with anyone on the stretcher. She assumed the fatality was the man
who ran into the bathroom. 

 called the , "  along with the 
," to report the incident. "  later came to the

restaurant and met with employees in the back room to check on them. 

also made a note of all employees present, including their phone numbers and
addresses. She gave this list to a member of law enforcement at the sceen but
also kept a copy for herself. [Writer's note: This note was photocopied during
the captioned interview. The copy was placed with the digital case file.]

C.       Scene Sketch

 created a hand-drawn sketch of the scene, incident, and layout. She
was asked to narrate the incident as she created the sketch. During this time,
she noted path of travel for the male who ran to the bathroom and the officers.
She also noted the male who entered the restaurant running was not yelling but
quiet. She did not see that he had any weapons, but he was carrying a backpack.
He was also not carrying any other items that  saw. A copy of the
sketch drawn by  was placed with the digital case file. 

D.      Police Officer Response

The first officer  saw enter the restaurant behind the running male
was wearing blue or black colored uniform clothing. She clearly saw he was a
police officer by his uniform. The officer was a male, about 5'11" tall, stocky,
she was not sure of his race. Nothing distinctive stood out about him. She saw
him moving past her and away from her for about five seconds. He was walking
swiftly, or jogging. He was not moving as fast as the male she saw run to the
bathroom. 

Next, two other officers came in shortly after the first. She thought the first
officer was there to arrest the male who ran into the bathroom. The time delay
between the first officer and the second/third officers entering was five-ten
seconds. One of these officers was male and about the same height as the other.
They came in more "crouched" and aggressive than the first officer. They were
running. One of them was wearing a white colored uniform shift. She did not get
a good look at them and did not know their identities or race. 

 did not see any of the officers holding their guns. She had a view of
the first officer's side and back as he entered and passed by her. 

E.      Details/Timeline of Shooting

The male ran into the restaurant and towards the bathroom. He entered the men's



bathroom. The first officer entered shortly after.  realized the
officer was probably there to arrest the man who ran into the men's bathroom.
When she saw the next two officers run into the restaurant, she felt there the
situation may be more dangerous than she first thought. 

 and  began to move the family into the play place to protect
them.  and  grabbed the trays of food and escorted the family
into the play place. She found a table for them to sit at and as she put their
tray of food on the table, she heard the first gunshot. 

 got the family out of the play place exit door and returned to the
restaurant lobby, then the front counter to get her employees securely out back.
As she approached the front counter, she heard a second gunshot. Some employees
later told her they heard four gunshots, however,  only heard two. 

A fourth police officer entered just before she heard the second gunshot. The
fourth officer may have told  to stay in the play place -that explained

 delay in getting to the back of the restaurant. While revieing this
information with  she was not sure whether there was a fourth officer
who entered or possibly only three in total. 

F.      Motor Vehicle Crash

 did not see or hear a motor vehicle crash at or near the restaurant. 

G.      Customers

 was only aware of the one family of customers previously described.
She did not think there were other customers in the restaurant at the time of
the shooting. 

-Nothing Further-



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 41 Stephenson, J   18:00:09 09/14/21   
PI:  by Detective Sergeant Jeffrey Stephenson on August 25, 2021
Case #: 21B403506
Officer: Detective Sergeant Jeffrey W. Stephenson

Person(s) Interviewed/of Interest:
, DOB: 

 N. Clarendon, Vermont 05759
 (cell)

Social Media contact: 

Evidence/Exhibits:
1.      One audio recording of interview with  by Detective
Sergeant Stephenson (copied to digital case file)
2.      One sworn audio statement form signed by  on August 25,
2021 (copied to digital case file -original given to Detective Sergeant Seth
Richardson)

Narrative:

A.      Introduction

 (hereinafter, "  was interviewed at the Rutland City
Police Department, Project Vision Office by Vermont State Police ("VSP")
Detective Sergeant Jeffrey W. Stephenson, on August 25, 2021, beginning at or
about 6:06 PM. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Detective
and the nature of the interview,  provided the following information: 

[The below is an interview summary. It is not intended to be a verbatim account
and does not memorialize all statements made during the interview.
Communications by the parties to the interview were electronically audio
recorded. The recording captures the actual words spoken. A digital copy of the
interview recording has been saved to the VSP case file. All parties to the
interview were made aware of the recording. Following the interview, 



signed a VSP Sworn Recorded Audio Statement Form.]

B.      Free Narrative of 

 has worked at McDonald's Restaurant for about  years. On August 25,
2021, she was working the 11:00 AM to 8:00 PM shift and was assigned to the
front counter.  walked to the rear of the store to gather toys for a
Happy Meal. While near the back of the store, an employee named "  asked

 if she heard gunshots. She did not. 

 did not see anything, nor did she hear anything related to this
incident. After gathering with other employees at the rear of the store,

 and other employees discussed the incident. Other employees were
stating that a guy hit a UPS truck, ran into the restaurant, an officer
followed, and the guy must have shot at the officer [  noted she did not
know the guy shot at the officer -she assumed] and the officer fired back.
Employees reported hearing multiple shots. , another employee, saw
part of the incident. 

-Nothing Further-

Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 42 Stephenson, J   18:05:30 09/14/21   
IA: Preservation of Google account  by Detective Sergeant
Jeffrey W. Stephenson on August 26, 2021
Case #: 21B403506
Officer: Detective Sergeant Jeffrey W. Stephenson

Evidence/Exhibits:
1.      One Email reply from Google with reference # 6484900 regarding
preservation of 
2.      One preservation request directing Google to preserve the account
associated with . 

Narrative:

On or about August 26, 2021, the Writer sent a preservation request to Google
via their LERS portal requesting preservation of records associated with the
account . In response, Google provided reference number

 

-Nothing Further-



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 43 Richardson, S   08:56:47 09/15/21   
Investigative actions taken from August 25, 2021, to August 30, 2021 by
Detective Sergeant Seth Richardson

Case#: 21B403506

Officer: Detective Sergeant Seth Richardson

Person(s) Interviewed:  

DOB:

Rutland, VT. 05701
 (cell)

 
DOB: 

Pittsford, VT. 05763
 (cell)

DOB:

Miami, FL. 33165

DOB:

Miami, FL. 33165















Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 44 Alberico, H     14:58:24 09/15/21   
PI: Schneider, Avery by Detective Sergeant Henry Alberico on August 25, 2021 

Case#: 21B403506

Officer: Detective Sergeant Henry Alberico

Person Interviewed:     Avery Schneider (DOB: )
                                Rutland County Sheriff's Department

, Milton, VT
                                Tel. #: 

List of Exhibits: 

1. (1) - CD of interview w/ Avery Schneider August 25, 2021
2. (1) - Sworn audio recorded statement form 
3. (1) - CD with 24 digital photographs of crash scene

Narrative:

On August 25, 2021, at approximately 1746 hours, I conducted an interview with
Deputy Avery Schneider of the Rutland County Sheriff's Department.  The
interview was regarding an officer involved shooting that occurred in Rutland,
VT earlier in the day.  It was reported that Rutland City Police officer, Chris
Rose had shot and killed a man while inside McDonald's located at the corner of
Allen Street and US RT 7 in Rutland City. This incident occurred following a
motor vehicle pursuit, followed by a motor vehicle crash and the suspect fleeing
his vehicle and running into the restaurant. The purpose of the interview was to
obtain information from Schneider about her involvement in the pursuit and the
officer involved shooting that occurred inside McDonald's.  

The following is a synopsis of the interview. For actual dialogue and statements
made the reader should refer to the digital audio recording. It should be noted



this interview was completed by Det. Sgt. Henry Alberico of the Vermont State
Police inside a private room within the Rutland City Police Department.  During
the interview I learned the following:

Schneider advised that at approximately 1420-1430 hours, she was on School
Street in Wallingford, VT. Lt. Geno had been flagged by a motorist on Route 7 in
Wallingford and was advised that a black Chevy Cobalt had been involved in an
"LSA" earlier in the day in Rutland City and that it was north bound on Route 7.
Lt. Geno provided that information over the radio and stated he was going to be
attempting to locate the vehicle. A short while later Lt. Geno radioed that he
had located the vehicle and was going "75" with it and then advised that the
vehicle had taken off and he was in pursuit of the vehicle. Deputy Schneider
said that she was already headed towards Lt. Geno when he had called in the
pursuit. Lt. Geno stated he was northbound on Route 7, passing Route 103, and
that the vehicle had turned up North Shrewsbury Road and he had lost sight of
it. Deputy Schneider said she decided to turn on to Route 103 and then onto East
Clarendon Road. While searching the area, Lt. Bennick radioed that he was out
with the described vehicle and a subject on North Shrewsbury Road and added that
he had him at gunpoint. Deputy Schneider explained that she was attempting to
turn around on Cold River Road when Lt. Bennick advised that the suspect had
gone back into the vehicle and was again fleeing. Deputy Schneider then observed
the vehicle driving on North Shrewsbury Road and onto Cold River Road. The
suspect vehicle then again turned around on someone's lawn and began traveling
northbound on Cold River Road towards Rutland City. Deputy Schneider indicated
that the
front tire on the driver's side was on the rim or flat. Deputy Schneider added
that the suspect was not stopping, and his speed was steadily increasing. The
suspect vehicle was swerving into on coming traffic and was described as almost
hitting south bound vehicles and the oncoming vehicles had to move off from the
road. Deputy Schneider said she backed off because of those actions.  Once the
traffic was clear, Deputy Schneider continued the pursuit and added that the
suspect was swerving in and out of his lane of travel and at times would be in
the wrong lane of travel. When approaching the four-way intersection of Cold
River Road and Curtis Avenue, the suspect failed to stop at the posted stop sign
and continued north into Rutland City on Stratton Road. Deputy Schneider stated
that the suspect almost hit on coming vehicles near the hospital as well.  Just
prior to the Allen Street and Stratton Road intersection, Deputy Schneider
believed she heard Lt. Bennick advising to discontinue the pursuit, so she
confirmed his order and then deactivated her blue light and siren. The suspect
vehicle turned onto Allen Street, driving towards Main Street in the oncoming
lane of traffic. Deputy Schneider stated that she was trying to keep the vehicle
within eyesight while driving on Allen Street. She added that there were a few
cars between her and the suspect vehicle. Somewhere near the railroad tracks
near McDonald's, she observed a Rutland City Police car pull out behind the
suspect vehicle and observed rear blue deck lights activated. When crossing the
railroad tracks and approaching the South Main Street intersection she observed
the Rutland City Police Department cruiser in front of her and did not see an
officer. She also observed the vehicle that she had been pursuing, the driver
door was open and appeared that it had crashed with a UPS truck. Deputy
Schneider explained that she did not see the officer or operator and that a
motorist who was traveling north on Main Street stopped and yelled that they
went into McDonalds. 

Deputy Schneider explained that she exited her cruiser and ran into McDonalds on
the north side of the building. Deputy Schneider observed people exiting from
the building and she entered the building with her firearm drawn and Cpl. Reilly
was right behind her. When she entered McDonalds, she observed that restaurant
to be mostly empty and knew people were still exiting the building. She then
heard someone yell, "bathrooms." As she approached the bathrooms, she observed a
male subject on the floor and he was face down, his head was cocked to the side,



a cell phone was next to him, and there was a growing pool of blood around the
subject's head. She observed Officer Rose with his back against the wall and his
firearm was drawn. Deputy Schneider also observed a spent shell casing lying
next to the male subject. Deputy Schneider added that Lt. Bennick had also
arrived on scene. The male was described as having little movement and gasping.
Deputy Schneider asked multiple times if she should handcuff the subject and
then Officer Rose holstered his firearm and then handcuffed the male subject.
Officer stated that the male had charged at him. Officers on scene then had Rose
leave the immediate area, as he was clearly shaken up.

Lt. Bennick then rolled the male subject to his side and Deputy Schneider began
assessing the trauma and located two  under the subject's shirt, so
she ripped his shirt off and was unable to locate exit wounds. Schneider was
given gauze from Cpt. Washburn (Rutland Town PD) and she started 

 with gauze and applied pressure. She was then given chest seals by
Cpl. Reilly, so she the  the wounds, she also
attempted talking to subject and he never responded. A short while later members
of Regional Ambulance Service arrived on scene and pronounced the male subject
deceased. Lt. Bennick then searched the male subject for an ID and was located a

Florida drivers license. Schneider explained that she then exited the building
and was assigned to handle the crash investigation, that involved the suspect's
vehicle. She explained that she took photographs of the vehicles involved and
those have been included on a CD as an exhibit listed with this report.  

Deputy Schneider explained that her cruiser is equipped with a front and rear
camera, and she is also equipped with a body camera, however, the body camera
does not activate when the blue lights are turned on. She did remember turning
on her body camera but could not remember at which point in the incident. Deputy
Schneider also explained that at no time did she hear gunshots or witness the
shooting. 

 

End of report.

Detective Sergeant Henry Alberico



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 45 Alberico, H     14:59:03 09/15/21   
PI:  by Detective Sergeant Henry Alberico on August 25, 2021 

Case#: 21B403506

Officer: Detective Sergeant Henry Alberico

Person Interviewed:      (DOB: )
                                
Rutland, VT
                                Tel. #: 

List of Exhibits: 

1. (1) - CD of interview w/  on August 25, 2021
2. (1) - Sworn audio recorded statement form 

Narrative:

On August 25, 2021, at approximately 2038 hours, I conducted an interview with
 (DOB ).  The interview was regarding an officer

involved shooting that occurred in Rutland, VT earlier in the day.  It was
reported that Rutland City Police officer, Chris Rose had shot and killed a man
while inside McDonald's located at the corner of Allen Street and US RT 7 in
Rutland City. This incident occurred following a motor vehicle pursuit, followed
by a motor vehicle crash and the suspect fleeing his vehicle and running into
the restaurant. The purpose of the interview was to obtain information from

 about his involvement in the incident.  

The following is a synopsis of the interview. For actual dialogue and statements
made the reader should refer to the digital audio recording. It should be noted
this interview was completed by Det. Sgt. Henry Alberico of the Vermont State



Police inside his unmarked police car, in the parking lot of the Vermont State
Police barracks in Rutland, VT.  During the interview I learned the following:

Earlier in the day  met with his friend   to go play golf in
Manchester, VT. They met at  house on  in Rutland and 
said that someone had ran into his car in the Goodwill parking lot on North Main
Street in Rutland.  said he walked up to the car and asked the operator
for his information and described the guy as freaking out and not acting normal.

 then reported the incident to the police.

 explained that they were driving south on Route 7 towards Manchester and
as they were south of Wallingford, a black Chevy Cobalt with one Florida plate
on the rear, drove north passed them and  said that it was the vehicle
that had hit him earlier in the day.  was driving and said he turned
around and there were a couple vehicles between his and the Cobalt. As they got
into the Village of Wallingford, there was a sheriff (just north of the traffic
light) that was on the side of the road, so they informed him of the vehicle
that had hit  car earlier in the day. The sheriff directed them to head
towards the vehicle and  advised that the Sheriff then went around them,
near the ice cream trailer on the north side of town. The Sheriff then pulled
the cobalt over and  stopped in front of the Cobalt.  rolled his
window down and told the driver, "got ya bitch."  explained that as the
Sheriff was approaching the Cobalt, the Cobalt took off.  then drove
north until he could find a place to turn around, then they drove to Manchester
to play golf.    
 

 said that they were very curious with what was going on, so they
downloaded a police scanner app.  said that they heard the police chase
and the last they heard was that the were on Stratton and then onto Allen. 

While on the golf course  received a phone call and was told that the
suspect had run into the back of a UPS truck, pulled a gun out of his car, and
then ended up getting shot and killed in or near McDonalds. 

 added that  had been texting with a police officer and send
pictures of their licenses and a picture of  license plate. 

End of report.

Detective Sergeant Henry Alberico



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 46 Alberico, H     14:59:56 09/15/21   
Investigative actions taken on August 25, 2021, by Detective Sergeant Henry
Alberico

Case#: 21B403506

Officer: Detective Sergeant Henry Alberico

Person(s) interviewed:  Avery Schneider (DOB:
                        Rutland County Sheriff's Department
                        802-770-8756

                         (DOB: )
                        
                        Rutland, VT
                        

List of Exhibits: 

1.      N/A

Narrative:

On August 25, 2021, at approximately 1504, Detective Lieutenant JP Schmidt
informed me of an officer involved shooting that occurred in Rutland City. Lt
Schmidt requested that I respond to the Rutland Police Department and tasked me
with assigning other detectives from BCI B West with assisting as well. I
contacted Detective Steve Gelder and Detective Kipp Colburn and directed them to
the Rutland City Police Department to assist with the investigation as well. 

Once at the Rutland City Police Department, a briefing was held, and assignments







proceeded to the scene of the crash. 

When he arrived on scene, he observed the vehicle that was being pursued crashed
on Allen Street, but did not observe any officers around the crash scene. Ashe
then observed several people standing in the McDonalds parking lot and then
heard someone say there in McDonalds. At that point, Sheriff Deputies started to
arrive on scene. Ashe then observed people running out of McDonalds, as he and
the Deputies approached McDonalds to enter and assist inside. 

When Ashe entered, he went through the dining area as the Deputies proceeded to
the right side along the play area. Ashe then heard the manager yell to her
staff to get into the kitchen. Ashe then observed a male subject laying on the
floor by the bathroom area, with Officer Rose standing above the subject. Ashe
stated there was a small pool of blood on the floor by the subject. Ashe stated
the subject was alive and appeared to be trying to get up by pushing himself up
off the ground, in a manner like he was trying to do a pushup. Ashe stated the
subject did not say anything at that time. Rose was standing by the bathroom
door, which he was holding open. Ashe stated Rose had his duty weapon holstered
and had a calm demeanor on his face. Ashe stated it appeared Rose and the
Officers on scene were calm and not freaking out. At that time Ashe did not
realize the subject was shot and thought he may have injured himself in the
crash. Ashe stated when he was inside McDonalds Rose did not say anything to him
about shooting the subject. Ashe stated he did not observe any visible gunshot
wounds on the subject. Ashe stated when he approached Rose, he was by himself.
Ashe stated he thought everything was under control and left to go back outside
in order to secure the crash scene. Shortly after about fifteen minutes he
learned there was an officer involved shooting. Ashe then assisted by securing
the outside are of the scene. 

Nothing further. 
 
Det. Sgt. Francis LaBombard



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 49 Richardson, S   08:35:00 09/23/21   
Investigative actions taken between August 30, 2021 and September 14, 2021 by
Detective Sergeant Seth Richardson

Case#: 21B403506

Officer: Detective Sergeant Seth Richardson

Person(s) Interviewed:  

List of Exhibits:       
1.      Vermont Forensic Laboratory, Report V21-1273-1, 2 pages
2.      United States Secret Service, Request for Digital Evidence Examination -
4 pages
3.      (1) Disc containing pictures taken by Deputy Branden Reilly
4.      Vermont Forensic Laboratory, DPS-305 submitted on 09-01-2021, 2 pages

List of Evidence:       
1.      

Narrative:
Activity for August 30, 2021

Detective Sergeant Tyson Kinney forwarded me a preservation request he prepared
for , the phone number believed to be utilized by 
 I attempted to fax the preservation request to Google Voice; however, the fax
was not successful.  I notified Detective Sergeant Kinney of this, and he
ultimately submitted it through the Google portal.





 indicating they received the UPS package I sent (tracking #:
1Z5AR2074294343194), and it would be secured in the New York Filed Office,
Digital Evidence Forensic Lab.  

Activity for September 8, 2021

I received a telephone from Detective Sergeant Tyson Kinney.  Detective Sergeant
Kinney indicated he was reviewing Deputy Branden Reilly's body-worn camera and
noticed that Deputy Reilly took several pictures while inside McDonald's.  I
contacted Rutland County Sheriff's Department Lieutenant James Bennick and asked
if he was aware of scene photos Deputy Reilly took.  Lieutenant Bennick advised
he was aware of them and he would see to it that I received a copy of them. 
Later this same day, Lieutenant Jonathan Bixby dropped off a disc containing the
scene photos Deputy Reilly captured with his cellular phone.

Detective Sergeant Tyson Kinney forwarded me an email he received from Attorney
Sue Edwards.  Attorney Edwards requested the diagram Christopher Rose drew
during his interview and the audio file of the interview.  I responded directly
to Attorney Edwards, providing her with PDF files of the diagrams.  I conveyed
to Attorney Edwards I would provide her the audio and video files once I
received them from Detective Sergeant James Vooris.  Once Detective Sergeant
Vooris added the files to the electronic case file, I attempted to email

Attorney Edwards copies of the files; however, the file size exceeded the
allowable amount.  Due to such, I called Attorney Edwards and advised her the
file sizes were too large, and I would burn them to disc and send them to her
via USPS.

I remotely monitored Detective Sergeant Tyson Kinney and Detective Sergeant
James Vooris interview with Christopher Rose that took place at the Rutland
barracks. 

Activity for September 9, 2021

I called and spoke with Deputy Branden Reilly regarding the photos he took while
inside McDonald's.  Deputy Reilly said that he observed a shell casing was
inadvertently stepped on and moved.  Deputy Reilly indicated he was concerned
additional things may get moved and thought it would be beneficial to document
the scene.  Therefore Deputy Reilly said he took photos using his
department-issued cellular phone.

At approximately 0900 hours, I took part in a Microsoft Teams meeting with
Assistant Attorney General Ultan Doyle, Assistant Attorney General Robert Lees,
Detective Lieutenant Todd Baxter, and Detective Lieutenant John-Paul Schmidt. 
The purpose of this meeting was to apprise AAG Doyle and AAG Lees of the
progress of the investigation.

Activity for September 10, 2021

Captain Scott Dunlap forwarded me an email in which he received from 
  The original email indicated  called and wanted to make a

comment about the shooting that occurred at McDonald's.  At approximately 1518
hours, I called and spoke with    indicated she had no direct
knowledge of the shooting; in fact, she didn't live in Vermont.   conveyed
to me that she had concerns about the police shooting unarmed people holding
cellular phones.   requested I apprise my chain of command that policy
needs to be established regarding the use of force, specifically to people



holding cellular phones.

Activity for September 14, 2021

I received Vermont Forensic Laboratory report number V21-1273-1.  The following
are listed as the results and conclusions of the examination.  Item A1-1 (Rose's
duty weapon) was examined, found to be in mechanical operating condition with
the safety features functioning properly, and test-fired with the submitted
magazine. Items A2-1, A4-1, and A6-1 (fired cartridge casings found at the
scene) are consistent in class characteristics with the submitted pistol Item
A1-1.  Examination of Item A3-1 bullet fragment revealed it not to be suitable
for identification with any firearm due to the lack of sufficient appropriate
microscopic markings for comparison.  Item A5-1 is consistent in class
characteristics with the submitted pistol Item A1-1. Examination of the Item
A5-1 (damaged fired bullet recovered at the scene) revealed it not to be
suitable for identification with any firearm due to damage and the lack of
sufficient appropriate microscopic markings for comparison.  Item B1-1 is
consistent in class characteristics with the submitted pistol Item A1-1.  Items
B1-1 and B2-1 (expanded fired bullets recovered during autopsy) are consistent
in class characteristics with the submitted pistol Item A1-1.  Items A2-1, A4-1,
and A6-1 cartridge cases were compared microscopically and identified as having
been fired in the Item A1-1 pistol.  Item A1-1 (Rose's duty weapon) was compared

to items B1-1 and B2-1 (expanded fired bullets recovered during autopsy).
Examination of items B1-1 and B2-1 bullets revealed them to exhibit the same
general rifling class characteristics as those produced by the Item A1-1 pistol;
however, because of the lack of sufficient suitable corresponding microscopic
markings, it was not possible to identify or eliminate the Items B1-1 and B2-1
bullets as having been fired from the Item A1-1 pistol.
 
This concludes my investigative actions between August 30, 2021, and September
14, 2021.









Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 51 LaBombard, F    12:24:45 09/24/21   
PI Kevin Geno by Detective Sergeant Francis LaBombard

Case#: 21B403506

Kevin Geno DOB: 
 

Rutland City VT 

Date and Time of Interview: August 25, 2021 at approximately 17:27 hours.

List of Exhibits: 
1- Audio recording of interview 
1-Sworn audio statement form 

Narrative:
On the above date and time, Det. Sgt. James Vooris and I interviewed Kevin Geno
DOB:  at the Rutland City Police Department regarding the officer
involved shooting that occurred in Rutland City.  The following is a synopsis of
the interview, for further detail refer to the audio recording.

Kevin Geno is a Lieutenant with the Rutland County Sheriff's Office. Geno stated
he was working day shift when he learned of a hit-run accident that occurred in
Rutland City. Geno did not receive a vehicle description or registration info
for the vehicle involved.

Later that afternoon around 14:15 hours, while he was finishing a traffic stop
another motorist flagged him down. The motorist and his passenger directed him



to the vehicle involved in the Rutland LSA. Geno was given the last location of
the vehicle and proceed north on Route 7 after the vehicle. Geno located the
vehicle and conducted a traffic stop. As Geno was approaching the stopped
vehicle the motorist who provided him the information and his passenger pulled
up in front of the stopped vehicle. The passenger then said something to the
operator of the stopped vehicle. Geno was not sure what he said but it was
something like, "Hey how does it feel now you've been caught." The stopped
vehicle then accelerated and took off. Geno stated the stopped vehicle was a
black Chevy Cobalt with Florida registration. 

Geno returned to his unmarked police vehicle and proceeded after the vehicle.
Geno stated he was traveling at a high rate of speed to catch up to the vehicle.
Geno stating the vehicle was not slowing down and was operating in a dangerous
manner through a red-light intersection. By the time Geno got past the on-ramp
by 103 and Route 7 the vehicle was gone. As Geno continued, he lost sight of the
vehicle. Geno then encountered another motorist pulled over along the road who
directed him towards North Shrewsbury Road where the vehicle went. Geno
proceeded down N. Shrewsbury Road and observed a vehicle pulling out of Bakers
Distributing Company with blue lights in the back window. Geno stated it was a
VT Liquor Inspector, who he did not know but thought his name was Jason. Geno
stated the Inspector told him the vehicle had a flat, front tire on the right
side. Geno proceeded to "Peirce Corner" operating at a slow pace checking the
area for the vehicle. Geno lost sight of the vehicle and was not in pursuit at
that point.  As Geno returned to the area of N. Shrewsbury Road, he heard radio
traffic of other Sheriff Deputies now in a pursuit with the vehicle northbound
in the area of Cold River Road. Geno later learned that the subject changed his
flat tire after he lost sight of him. As the Deputies were in pursuit of the
vehicle, they were advised to discontinue the pursuit by Lt James Bennick once
it got to Stratton Road and Allen Street.  Geno stated this was done due to
safety concerns where the subject was headed into the downtown area. 

Geno continued listening to radio traffic and proceeded towards Allen Street
once he learned the subject crashed his vehicle into another motorist. Once Geno
arrived, he started hearing what occurred with the subject involved and that
there was an OIS incident. Geno was not present to observe any actions the
subject made or what occurred with the Rutland City officers. Geno stated he
arrived approximately ten minutes after the incident occurred. Geno did not hear
any radio transmission regarding the OIS incident. Once the scene was under
control Geno left the scene and returned to his Department. 

Nothing further. 
 
Det. Sgt. Francis LaBombard





intended to be a verbatim account and does not memorialize all statements made
during the interview. The recordings capture the actual words spoken, see
interview audio recording for full content]. 

1.       acknowledged she is an employee of McDonalds on South Main Street
in Rutland City and has worked there for approximately  years. 

2.       advised that day she was at the front counter taking orders for the
drive through [  later clarified she was standing at the register closest to
the wall and men's room].  advised while she was taking orders, she observed
a man running towards her from the isle way. She described the male as
approximately 5'8", dark colored beard [  later clarified as a dark colored
brown beard and kind of bushy], wearing a dark colored sweatshirt and dark
jeans.  advised the male was running pretty fast, and the male looked right
at her then veered off towards the bathroom.  advised she looked past him
and observed an Officer running after him, and the Officer also ran in towards
the bathroom area. 
3.       advised    was standing just past the counter
where  was taking the orders.  asked  "are we ok? Are we safe
here?",  looked at her then over at some customers that were seated in the
restaurant to  right.  advised she then asked  "Are we ok here?
are we safe?",  advised he didn't say anything to her.  advised she then
heard a gunshot, she advised she knew what it was, but she didn't move. 
advised she didn't think they were safe, but she didn't want to move because he

didn't move and didn't want to leave  just standing there.  advised
she heard a second gunshot directly after,  decided it wasn't safe and went
into the kitchen.  advised she was told to go into the back room, and
eventually made her way into the back room.

4.       advised she first saw the male that ran towards her, as he entered
the isle way. She did not observe him enter the building.  advised when the
male went in towards the bathroom followed by the Officer, she lost visual sight
of the both of them.  advised she was not familiar with the Officer but
described the Officer wearing a blue uniform, dark colored hair and being a
smaller gentleman.  advised that customers were getting ushered towards the
play area.  advised that  was working in the kitchen and it
scared her because she wondered if the gunshots were going through the wall and
if  was ok and safe.  advised she heard two gun shots. 
acknowledged that during this incident the only people she observed going
towards the men's room was the male and Officer she described above. 
advised  came and stood right by her counter so nobody else was going to
enter that sector.

5.      At the end of the interview, I read the Sworn Audio Recorded Statement
form to  she then signed and dated the form. I also signed the form and the
interview ended at approximately 6:38 pm.

End of Report

Detective Christopher Roy

____________________________________







Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 55 Sullivan, J.    11:55:12 10/11/21   
Response and Crime Scene log by Trp Sullivan
21B403506

On the above date and time I responded to the area of 182 South Main street in
the City of Rutland. Upon arrival I was directed by the Chief of RCPD to assist
with traffic control at the intersection of Park Street and South Main street. I
maintained this post for approximately 25 minutes. Upon the completion of this
duty, I was informed of what occurred inside the Mc Donald's. I was told by Sgt.
Cushing to walk with Det. Sgt. Richardson and assist him with whatever he
needed. 

After walking inside with Det. Sgt. Richardson, I was asked to escort a group of
employees across the street to a hotel, so the employees could use the bathroom.
After that I was assigned to hold the log sheet and monitor who comes in and
out. I did this for approximately 2 hours. At that point, Sgt. Neary and Sgt.
Rider arrived on scene. Sgt. Rider relieved me of the log duty. I remained on
scene for the duration of the night while Crime Scene Search Team worked inside.
I sat in my fully marked cruiser at the South Main Street entrance to the
McDonalds unit I was advised the scene was being released. 

This concludes my involvement in this matter.

NFA
Trooper Sullivan, 425
Mon Oct 11 12:01:03 EDT 2021



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 56 Richardson, S   12:49:11 10/11/21   
Investigative actions taken on October 7, 2021, by Detective Sergeant Seth
Richardson

Case#: 21B403506

Officer: Detective Sergeant Seth Richardson

Person(s) Interviewed:  

List of Exhibits:       
1.      N/A

List of Evidence:       
1.      N/A

Narrative:
On October 7, 2021, I hand-delivered a USB drive containing submission "A" of
the electronic case file to Assistant Attorney General Robert Lees.

Submission "A" of the electronic case file was also forwarded electronically to
Bennington County States Attorney Erica Marthage. 

Nothing further on this date.



Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 57 Richardson, S   13:07:08 10/11/21   
Investigative actions taken on October 11, 2021, by Detective Sergeant Seth
Richardson

Case#: 21B403506

Officer: Detective Sergeant Seth Richardson

Person(s) Interviewed:  

List of Exhibits:       
1.      Florida Automobile Insurance Identification Card
2.      Florida Vehicle Registration (
3.      State of Florida, Certificate of Title, 2009 Chevy Cobalt

List of Evidence:       
1.      N/A

Narrative:
On October 11, 2021, I mailed the following documents to the vehicle owner

  at  Little Havana, FL. 33130.  These
documents were removed from the vehicle by me on August 27, 2021, during a
consensual search to facilitate the crash investigation.   

Florida Automobile Insurance Identification Card
Florida Vehicle Registration (
State of Florida, Certificate of Title, 2009 Chevy Cobalt 



Nothing further on this date.

Law Supplemental Narrative:   
                           Supplemental Narratives
Seq Name            Date                Narrative
 58 Rider, R        13:44:35 10/11/21   
Response and crime scene log by Sgt Rider
21B403506

On 08/25/21, at approximately 1700 hours, I was dispatched to the McDonalds
Restaurant located at 182 South Main Street, in the City of Rutland, to assist
with an officer involved shooting.

Upon arrival I was directed to go inside the restaurant and escort employees to
the Comfort Inn so they could use the restrooms.  Upon my arrival back to
McDonalds I met with Trooper Sullivan and I took over the scene security log.  

I was stationed at the north entrance and continued to maintain the scene
security log until the Crime Scene Search Team was finished processing the scene
at which time I turned the scene security log over to them. 

No further action. 

Sgt. RAR
Mon Oct 11 13:50:31 EDT 2021







Whitehead of the Rutland City Police Department.  He told me he would call Sgt.
Whitehead and set up a time to meet him later today.  I told Lt. Mozzer to let
me know when he transfers the gun to Sgt. Whitehead, and I would update FileOnQ
for him.

I contacted Det. Sgt. Whitehead and told him I had a copy of the electronic case
file to give him.  He said he would meet me at the Rutland Barracks in 15
minutes.  I then met him outside in the parking lot and provided him with the
envelope containing the USB with the electronic case file. I told Det. Sgt.
Whitehead that I was making arraignments to have the firearm relayed to him
later today. He said that was perfect. 

I then looked through FileOnQ and determined the Glock magazines and cartridges
from the firearm were currently in temporary evidence at the Rutland Barracks. 
I spoke with Det. Lt. Christopher Barber who opened Temp Evidence locker #23 at
the Rutland Barracks where FileOnQ Item #4 (a plastic evidence bag containing 11
cartridges) and Item #5 (a plastic evidence bag containing 2 Glock magazines and
26 cartridges) were stored.  I transferred the items to RTO (returned to owner)
and brought the 2 items to Det. Sgt. Whitehead at the Rutland City Police
Department.  Det. Sgt. Whitehead took possession of the two items at
approximately 1140 hours. 

Lt. Thomas Mozzer advised me that he transferred Officer Rose's duty weapon to
Det. Sgt. Charles Whitehead at approximately 1703 hours. I updated FileOnQ to
reflect same.

No further action taken.
11/18/2021
SPT
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